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This amending statement of revenue and expenditure relating to research
and investment aotivities takes account of the financial implications of J
– the Council Decision of 21 Ootober 1976 amending the conditions of
employment of other servants of the European Communities (1 ) (by which
Establishment and local staff paid from the research appropriations are
reclassified as temporary staff occupying a permanent post );
– the Council Regulation of 21 December 1976 adjusting remuneration ( 2 );
– the Council Decision of 21 December 1976 adopting a multiannual programme
in the field of scientific and technical education and training ( 3 ).
In addition , there are the budgetary effects of the decisions which the
Council | as the body responsible for the authorization of programmes ,
will shortly have to take in connection with :
– the new multiannual programme of the Joint Research Centre ( JRC );
– the JET Project (Joint European Torus ).
It should be stressed that the measures and operations mentioned above
will not call for any additional appropriations over and above those
opened in Chapter 33 of the Commission 's budget for 1977 * As regards the
JRC , the JET Project and the training programme , all that is required is
to transfer to the budget lines for operational expenditure all or seme
of the appropriations originally shown as provisional entries in the
1977 Budget , The net result of all these operations is that a saving
is achieved in relation to the total appropriations entered in the
1977 Budget both for commitment and for payment *
I. JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE
A, Aspects of the programme
With regard to the JRC (direot action), the Council of Ministers reached
agreement in principle , at its meeting on 18 November 1976 , as to the
content , allocation of funds and staff for the new research programme ,
covering the period 1977-80*
As far as its content is oonoerned , this programme oentres on the
following topics t
– nuclear safety :
– future energy sources ;
S
1 ) OJ L 299 Of 29 Ootober 1976.
2 ) OJ L 359 of 30 December 1976.
3 ) OJ L 10 of 13 January 1977#
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– environment and resources ;
– reference measurements , standards and techniques ;
– service and support activities .
With regard to appropriations , the total funds allocated to the new
four-year prograjiime amount to 346 million u.a. , including 196 million u.a.
( subject to reassessment ) to cover staff expenditure and 150 million u.a.
for operating costs and investments *
In the case of the amount for staff expenditure , it should "be pointed out
that this expenditure was estimated on the basis of price trendB forecast
in May 1976 for the financial year 1976 . Hence any change in
remuneration will inevitably affect the programme allocation. The
Commission will therefore keep the Council informed of any such
developments , which will call for an annual adjustment of the programme
allocations on a proposal from the Commission and in accordance with the
procedure laid down for this purpose .
Hence the timetables for the programme objectives are such that actual
expenditure will exceed the programme " envelope" considered "by the
Council at its meeting on 18 November 1976 , namely 346 million u.a.,
; including 196 million u.a. for staff costs . This initial estimate of
196 million u.a. for the period 1977-80 was based on forecasts prepared
■ by the Commission in May 1976 , allowing for subsequent reductions in
the number of staff ; the decisions taken by the Council during 1976 ,
however , will entail an increase of 17^32 million u.a. ( l ) for the same
period.
B. Aspects of the budget
The appropriations entered in this preliminary draft supplementary and
amending budget compared with those entered in the 1977 Budget as
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2 token entry token , ëntry + 89,825 + 83.299 89,825 83,295
4 token entry] token entry + 9,665 + 0,899 9,665 8,899
6 O . 685 0,605
8 75,054 72,427 -107 , 999 - 94,688 0,900 î 3,968
9 32,945 25,329 + 0,900 + 0,900
Total JRC 107,999 98,441 - 7,609 - 1,590 100,390 1 96,051
U ; Maximum value now being re-estimated.
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The foregoing table shows that in "budgetary terms the new JRC budget
affords certain savings in relation to the appropriations provisionally-
entered in the 1977 Budget .
Classified by type of expenditure , the bulk appropriations requested for
the JRC in this preliminary draft supplementary and amending budget can







(a ) Staff 52,27?m
0,900v '
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(b ) Infrastructure
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( o ) Scientific and technical support
ι »
– equipment
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. 0, 685 ^ '
( e ) Provisional appropriations 7,450 7,450
I Total JRC 100, 390 96,851
( 1 ) Appropriations to cover arrears of salary payable for 1976 in
consequence of the Council 's Decision of 21 October 1976 amending
the conditions of employment of other servants (Chapter 8.20 of
Annex I ).
( 2 ) Appropriations for payment to cover the balanoe of the appropriations
for commitment opened in 1976 in respect of the normal operation of
the JRC (Chapter 8.30 of Annex I ).
(3 ) Appropriations for the completion of projects authorized under previous
programmes .
The staff costs have been calculated on the basis of a total of
2.330 employees , taking account of the abovementioned Council Decisions
of 21 October and 21 December 1976 .
In regard to the staff , it should be recalled that , following the Council
Decision of 21 October 1976 referred to above , the former Establishment
and local staff are being brought within the new contractual arrangements
for research staff , and all of than will henceforward come under the
establishment plan. This situation was refleoted in Amending Budget No 3
for 1976 ( l ), but could not be taken into aooount in the procedure that
led up to the present 1977 Budget.
( 1 ) OJ L 47 of 18 February 1977.
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J In practice , the Establishment said local staff sure allowed , under the
Staff Regulations , a period of six months to sign or reject the contract
> "bringing them within the new scheme for staff paid from research
1 appropriations . These contraots will take effect retrospectively from
! 1 November 1976 . As of that date , the assimilation of these employees
, will not involve any additional financial charge ; subsequently , their
careers and remuneration will follow the same pattern as those of all
the other staff concerned.
In the 1977 Budget , however , an appropriation of 0,9 million u.a. was
entered to cover retrospective payments for the last two months of 1976 .
The appropriations available for this purpose at the end of the financial
year could not "be used until the staff records had been duly adjusted ,
and they were therefore cancelled. The Budgetary Aithority was notified
of this situation at the time.
In view of developments in this field , therefore , the rise in staff
expenditure caJi be seen to be the direct outcome of the general trend in
all JRC staff salaries , which are calculated on exactly the same lines
(weightings and purchasing power ) as those of all the Commission' s staff.
: Under the new programme , moreover , the Council has provided for a cut
in the programme work force amounting to 80 jobs spread over a
four-year period.
When all the foregoing factors are taken into consideration , the JRC
3 staff situation presents the following picture :
>
Categories A , B , C , D
Establishment staff















1.884 2.336 1.888 2.330
Posts made available to
the JRC through the
general budget
Local staff ( outside the
plan)






2.340 I 2.340 2.340 2.330
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Tii© staff situation as related to the programmes is as shown in the
following table :




Staff assigned to the
JRC programme 2131 2118 2C&8
including
- Cats A , B , C and Estab.
staff 1718
I
– local staff 413
Staff placed at the
disposal of the Italian
Government pursuant to
Article 6 ( 0 ) of the
Euratom Treaty
(ESSOR ) ( 1 ) 209 222 232
including





- looal staff 33 1 -
Total 2340 2340 1 2330
With regard to recurring expenditure on the JRC 's general infrastructure ,
it should be pointed out that the annual rate of change adopted for the
year is similar to that laid down for Commission operating expenditure as
a whole.
Concerning investments , it is intended to make a start in 1977 with the
replacement and extension of the equipment and installations of the JRC 's
general services .
In particular , the following work has been planned for the year ahead :
– a unit of the purification plant for water discharged into Lake Maggiore
(ispra);
– work on the thermal power station ? work on the supply of drinking water ,
industrial water and superheated water ; improvement of the air
conditioning ;
– replacement and modification of the perimeter fence of the Ispra
Establishment ;
– the construction of a conference room at Oeel ;
– the completion of measures for the physical protection of nuclear
installations at the Karlsruhe Institute.
( ljThe placing of the ESSOR reaotor and the staff Beoonded to it at the
disposal of the Italian Government is the subject of a new contract with
that Government under the provisions of Article 6(0 ) of the EAEC Treaty.
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As in the case of infrastructure , it is the Commission 's
intention in 1977 "to launch a scheme for the renewal and.
modernization of the basic laboratory equipment ; this will
affect many items of equipment , the chief of which are
cited in the comments on the budget .
Specific expenditure within the framework of the new
programme inolud.es the following items :
– further modernization 6f the lines of cells in the
medium-activity laboratory in the context of studies
on the processing of radioactive waste ;
– a device for studying the accidental melting of
components of nuclear reactor cores ;
– a fuel mock-up for studies on loop safety ;
– the first stage in the design of the MClimatronw , an
installation for solar energy studies ;
– a device for the processing and graphic display of
digital recordings during remote sensing;
– modernization of the spectrographic analysis
equipment for studies on the protection of the
environment •
Finally , it should be noted that , pending a formal decision
on the programme , the appropriations for commitment have
been opened only within the limit of the appropriations for
commitment for the year 1977 .
II . INDIRECT ACT IOIT
A. Aspects of the programme
The indirect research activities planned for 1977 include the
implementation or folloi^-up of programmes adopted by the Council
on 17 December 1974(1 ), 26 June 1975(2 ), 22 August 1975(3 ), 15 March 1976(4 ),
( 1 ) OJ L 349 of 28 December 1974 •
( 2 ) OJ L 178 of 9 July 1975.
( 3 ) OJ L 231 of 2 September 1975.
(4 ) OJ L 74 of 20 March 1976»
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25 March 1976(1 ) and 21 December 1976(2 ), and of the Resolution adopted
on 22 July 1975(3 )-
! «
Leaving aside the budgetazy implications of the Council Decisions of
21 October and 21 December 1976 on the adjustment of remuneration and the
reclassifications of some of the staff , there is also a proposal relating
to appropriations for the JET Project * In this connection , the Commission
is assuming that a Council decision on this section of the "Fusion"
programme is imminent , and is basing its calculations on the guidelines
which have been worked out over the past few months by the authorities
concerned*
The Community 's contribution to the JET Project has been calculated in
accordance with the opinion delivered by the Advisory Committee on Fusion ,
which recommended , at its meeting on 18 January 1977 , that the upper limit
for the programme should be raised to 150 million u.a*, at January 1977
prices * Nevertheless , in accordance with the Committee 's opinion and
despite the fact that the duration of the programme remains fixed at five
years , the Commission proposes that only a multiannual tranche of
109*3 million u*a* be entered, which represents 80$ of the 136 f 7 million u .a.
needed for the implementation of the programme over a four-year period *
B * Budgetary aspects
The appropriations entered in this preliminary draft supplementary and
amending budget as against those entered in the 1977 Budget adopted on






























































101,861 81,496 - 21,799 - 0,104 80,062 81,392
From this tabulation it is seen that the new appropriations proposed for
indireot~action projects are less than the appropriations entered in the
1977 Budget *
( 1 ) OJ L 90 of 3 April 1976 *
( 2 ) QJ L 10 of 13 January 1977 •
( 3 ) QJ 0 185 of 14 August 1975 *
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The breakdown of the overall appropriations requested for indirect action







a) Staff 2,396^ S,3S6 ( l )
b ) Infrastructure I
- other recurring expenditure O.O85 0,035
c ) Scientific and technical support •-
- other recurring expenditure 0,255 0,255
U) ISpécifie appropriations for objectives
- contracts
- other recurring expenditure
65,220
1,100 2,2& 2 )
L Total – 'indirect action 80, 062 81,352
1 ) Including 0 f 792 million u.a. in provisional appropriations .
2 ) Including appropriations for the completion of activities authorized
in previous programmes *
The staff expenditure has been calculated on the basis of the total of 492
employees , of whom 308 are in permanent posts and 184 in temporary posts
(JET staff )* Also taken into account , of course , are the Council Decisions
of 21 October and 21 December 1976 referred to at the beginning of this
Introduction*
Having regard to the data set out above , the staff situation for indirect
action considered in relation to the programmes is as shown belowx
Covered by programmes"











I Permanent posts :
" 1 JT –
– Programme projects proper
238 240 \
:
Council Resolution of ■
22 July 1975
- Placed at the disposal of-,
outside bodies tinder







~ Awaiting assignment " ~ -
Temporary posts :
1
I - JET temporary Btaff 184 184 184
GRAND TOTAL
–'""m »
- 186 4^2 488
( 1 ) Including eiAt local staff.
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The supplementary poets requested in this preliminary draft
supplementary and amending budget for 1977 relate to staff
placed at the disposal of national bodies against payment of
staff expenditure ( Article 6(c) of the Euratom Treaty ). Thus
these posts do not represent any additional charge on the
budget of the European Communities . At all events , the
Commission will endeavour to reduce the mmber of such
measures as far as possible .
With regard to expenditure under contracts – and the bulk
of the activities in the field of indirect action come
under this heading – it should be noted that appropriations
have been entered in respect of the JET Project . In this
connection it is pointed out that in the 1976 budget the
Budget Authority entered an appropriation for commitment
of 68 , 377 million u.a. and an appropriation for payment
of 8,509 million u.a. to be used for financing this project .
Pending a decision on the programme , however , these
appropriations were blocked .
a Resolution of 14 September 1976 , the European Parliament
has already released 4*000.000 u.a. in appropriations for
commitment and 1,8 million u. a. in appropriations for
payment . With regard to the appropriations that remain
blocked ( 64,377 million u.a. and 6,709 million u.a.), the
Commission expects to submit a request to the Budget
Authority for their release at an early date .
The appropriations requested for JET in this preliminary
draft supplementary and amending budget naturally take
account of the appropriations that have not yet been
released. Of the new tranche of appropriations , the
Commission has proposed that , pending a decision on the
programme , only the appropriations for commitment
requested for 1977 to entered , namely 17*926 million u.a*
PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES PLANKED FOR 1977
I. JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE ( DIRECT ACTION )
The year 1977 is the first year of the new JRC multiannual
programme ( 1977-80 ), which ooncentrates on 10 main
objectives , each comprising a number of projects or
sul>-projects .
These 10 objectives are as follows :
– reactor safety ;
– plutonium fuels and aotinides research ;
– management of nuclear materials and radioactive waste ;
– solar energy ;
– hydrogen ;
– design studies on thermonuclear fusion reactors ;
– high-temperature materials ;
– environment and resources ;
– measurements , standards and reference techniques (METRE);
- service and support activities .
The first three items come under the general heading of
nuclear safety , the next four bear on the topic "future
sources of energy" , and the items w environment and
resources" , "measurements , standards and reference
techniques" and " service and support activities" are
topics in their own right .
1 . NTJCLEAR SAFETY
1.1 Reactor safety
The reactor safety programme is one of a series of
measures taken by the Community to improve the safety
of nuclear installations . Logically , the proposed
activities can be grouped under one of the following
heads :
– overall analysis of safety concepts ;
- experimental and theoretical studies of possible
accidents ;
– prevention of component failure .
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The overall analysis of the various reactor safety concepts will make it
possible to compare and review the methods of risk evaluation used in the
Community and elsewhere .
The studies on light-water reactor accidents will focus mainly on
theoretical and experimental analysis , both in pile and out of pile , of
the consequences of a loss-of-coolant accident in a cooling circuit . The
out-of-pile study now in progress is to be supplemented by a study of a
test loop in the Essor reactor , which will enable an investigation to be
made at a later date into the behaviour of fuel elements under representative
aocident conditions . A major effort will also be devoted to studies on core
melting and the fuel-coolant interaction.
The studies of accidents in sodium-cooled fast reactors relate basically to
cooling anomalies in the assemblies , the fuel-sodium reaction, core melting
and the mechanical consequences of an explosive accident .
Finally, the studies on the prevention of component rupture are aimed at
foreseeing and detecting the origin and progressive development of faults
liable to result in rupture .
The reactor safety programme includes six projects :
- safety and hazard assessment ;
- in-pile and out-of-pile studies of LOCA in light-water reactors ;
- thermohydraulic behaviour of the fuel sub-assemblies in sodium-cooled
fast-breeder reaotors ;
- core melting and fuel-coolant interactions ;
- dynamic load on structures and their response ;
- prevention of structural failure in reactors .
1.2 Plutonium fuels and actinide research
The research on plutonium fuels links up with the drive to develop
fast-reactor fuels ( especially advanced fuels ) and examines their in-pile
behaviour , more particularly from the safety angle . It also has a bearing
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on specific fuel–cycle safety aspects associated with the presence of
plutonium and the elements derived from it . This costly and hazardous
research requires special knowledge and installations , which the Karlsruhe
Establishment possesses .
The second section of the programme is concerned with research on
actinides . In the main , this is long-term basic research of the kind for
which the Institute for Transuranic Elements acts as the focal point at
European level . Here again , it is the Establishments unrivalled facilities
that enable it to play a central role in this particular field .
The programme is subdivided into three projects :
- limits on the use of plutonium fuels ;
- special features of plutonium and actinides in the context of fuel-cycle
safety ;
– actinide research .
1.3 Management of nuclear materials and radioactive waste
Whereas the reactor safety programme deals with problems associated with
the actual operation of the reactor , the programme proposed here is
concerned with various stages in the fuel cycle and concentrates in
particular on two sectors :
– the first sector is that of the direct-action projects on the management
and storage of radioactive waste , which are part of a series of
activities launched by the Community in response to the need underlined
in the programme of action of the European Communities on the environment
( Declaration of 22 November 1973).
These direct-action projects back up and supplement the indirect-action
programme in the same field ( Council Decision of 26 June 1975 ) i moreover ,
they have the advantage that , with the expert knowledge which it alone
possesses , the Commission will be well placed to help in finding appropriate
Community solutions to the problems in question ;
– the second sector of the programme is concerned with the problems inherent
in the decontamination of reactor components . This is a further stage in
the work of providing technical support to power station operators , and is
designed to meet a need which the latter have clearly expressed .
The programme covers both theoretical and experimental studies , centred on
three projects :
– the evaluation of the long-term hazards of storing radioactive waste ;
– the study of the chemical separation and transmutation of actinides ;
– studies on the decontamination of reactor components .
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2 * FUTURE SOURCES OF ENERCfY
2.1 Solar energy
In this sector the JRC*s role is primarily to provide support for the
indirect-action programme with a number of projects of a pivotal nature
( comparison and calibration of products external to the JRC and the
development of standard measuring stations )*
Another feature of the programme is that of giving support to the
Commissions policy of aid to developing countries#
The programme comprises three projects :
- research on the conversion of heat for the home (centering on problems
associated with solar collectors , heating systems , heat storage and
refrigeration) together with applied research on materials ;
- the construction of a European solar irradiation simulation facility;
- exploratory research on advanced applications of solar energy (mainly
concerned with direct conversion by photoeleotrochemical cells and the
use of biological conversion)*
2.2 Hydrogen
Like the solar energy programme , this programme is chiefly designed to back
up the indirect-action programme * It Bhould be noted , however , that the
JRC's special role in this field is that of a centre for catalysis and
training , particularly for research on the production of hydrogen by
thermochemical means * This central role is borne out by the tasks
undertaken by the Commission as project leader in the International Energy
Agency's programme.
Though its main emphasis is on the thermochemical production of hydrogen,
the programme devotes special attention to general problems of evaluation -
notably the technical and economic studies on the competitiveness of the
electrolytio and thermochemical concepts – as well as to the problems of
linking the production processes to the source of heat *
All these features of the programme should help towards defining the role
that hydrogen can play in the energy economy*
The programme is subdivided into two projects :
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– thermocheraical processes for "the decomposition of water ;
– connection to the source of heat#
2.3 Hiffh-temperature mai: erials
Progress in this sector is essential to the large-scale introduction of
high-t emperature nuclear reactors , and with this in mind the proposed
activities are intended to further the use of nuclear energy by "broadening
the field for its application.
The main function which the Petten Establishment of the JRC is required to
perform is that of a focal point for the various activities being carried
on in this field in the Community# With the expert knowledge it has
acquired in the course of implementing a number of basic and oriented
research projects , the Establishment is well placed to coordinate and align
the research carried on in the European research institutes and industrial
laboratories *
Pour projects are proposed in this programme :
– the "Petten meetings-point project": the evaluation of industry's
requirements for advanced refractory materials and of the relevant R&D
programmes } the preparation and regular updating of a "white paper";
the organization of meetings and the setting-up of an information service ;
– the study of environmental influences on the mechanical properties of
high-temperature materials ;
– a study on modes of failure of high–temperature materials ;
– a study on the relations between the structure , impurities and properties
of high-temperature materials .
2.4 Design studies on thermonuclear fusion reactors
These are closely linked with the Community's indirect-action programme in
the field of controlled thermonuclear fusion and plasma physics ; the
research at the JRC iB directed exclusively to the design studies on fusion
reactors , which have already been assigned to it by the Coordinating
Committee on Fusion in the context of the multiannual programme for 1973-76 .
The programme includes the following activities : participation in the design
of an experimental power reactor as part of the research undertaken in
collaboration with the Euratom-CBEN' Frascati association. In particular ,
neutron economy of the blanket } heat transfer and energy conversion system ;
materials ; Btress analysis ; studies on safety and environmental impact ;
plant engineering and philosophy; and oost analysis*
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3 . ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCES
In the specific field of the environment , the JRC 's work ties in closely
with the Commission 's research and development programme on the subject
( indirect-action projects ). The direct- and indirect-action projects
back up the implementation of the programme of action of the Communities
on the environment approved by the Council on 22 November 1973 , following
the Declaration of the same date on the objectives and principles of a
Community environment policy . Accordingly , the main aspect of the JRC 's
programme in this sector is that of providing support for the Commission 's
policy on the environment .
There is to be a gradual orientation of the work towards questions
arising from the ecological effects of energy production .
In regard to resources , the JRC 's work is basically directed to renewable
resources (mainly agricultural ) and relates to the use of remote sensing
techniques . Here again , its role is clearly that of underpinning
Commission sectoral policies ( agricultural and , to some extent , regional
policy ), the more so in view of the number of national institutes taking
part in the research on remote sensing. Thus the JRC , as the hub of a
network of experimenters and the interface with the space sector for
remote sensing projects , finds itself more than ever at the centre of
activities in this area .
The environment and resources programme consists of four projects :
- the atmosphere :
- waters ;
- chemical products ;
- renewable resources .
4 . MEASUREMENTS STANDARDS AND REFERENCE TECHNIQUES (METRE )
The programme embraces both nuclear and non-nuclear activities in this
particular field .
What gives the programme its unity is that the approach to all the problems
is the same , similar research techniques are used and even the same
equipment *
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The JRC 's activities in the field of nuclear measurements , which are
concentrated at the Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements ( Geel ) are
intended to meet a Community need for nuclear data which can be best '
served by a central Community Establishment .
The work being done by the JRC in connection with standards and reference
materials is part of the Community 's drive to remove quantitative
restrictions on the import and export of goods between Member States as
well as all other measures having equivalent effect , and to approximate
national laws as far as this is necessary for the functioning of the
common market . This work complements the EEC research programme on
reference materials and methods ( CBR ) ( indirect action). The interaction
between direct and indirect action is undoubtedly closer in this sector
than in any other field where the two types of action exist .
Whichever section of the programme is considered , the JRC is seen to be
performing those functions which have been assigned to it in Community
research , i.e. , the execution of central tasks , Bupport for the
Commission 's sectoral policies and the provision of public services .
From the Community standpoint , therefore , there are particularly sound
reasons for the JRC 's performing this role .
The programme on measurements , standards and reference techniques
includes five projects :
- measurements of nuclear data ;
- nuclear reference materials and techniques ;
- non-nuclear reference materials and techniques ;
- scientific support for the Commission 's departments ;
- scientific support for the Secretariat of the Community Bureau of
Referenoes .
5 « SERVICE MP SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
As its title indicates , this programme covers all the work which the
Joint Research Centre , with the knowledge acquired in the execution of
research programmes and in keeping with its public service role , is
able to perform either for other Directorates–Ceneral or Commission
departments or for public and private bodies in the Member States .
Though this is only a small part of the overall activities of the JRC ,
it characterizes its role as a Community institution.
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While it has to do certain amount of research on its own account in
order to keep the scientific and technical skills of the research teams
up to scratch , the JRC 's primary task in this field is the provision of
services that meet the needs expressed "bgr users of the facilities in
question .
In the area of service and support activities , there are five projects :
– data processing, which comprises ( a ) research on the European
informatics network ( COST 11 ), software and computerized documentation ,
and ( b ) the EUROCOPI and ESIS services , which disseminate information
established and checked scientifically by computer programs and
nuclear shielding techniques ;
- training activities , aimed at making as widely available as possible the
scientific and technical knowledge acquired during the implementation
of programmes ;
– activities relating to the supervision of nuclear materials , which are
concerned with techniques for the management of materials entering the
fuel cycle . They aim at allaying the growing anxiety regarding the
reliable and effective management of fissile materials throughout
their useful life , especially with a view to avoiding diversion , whether
intentional or not . The JRC 's research is part of the action being taken
by the Commission in this field , and includes specific tasks performed
for the responsible Directorate ;
– technical assessments for the Commission ; here the JRC acts as a
specialized design office for the Directorates–General and the
departments concerned ;
– the operation of the hLf'tf reactor , where the JRC places its skills and
facilities at the disposal of European users *
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-0 ) -< i > -0 )
41 Staff oontrlbutlons to the mdiìob sohese I 1.S6J.OOO ► I.9I7.OOO 3.4Θ0.300








( 1 ) In ord«r to moor*. In th« laplaaantatlon of tha Itawtlonal Budgat , full eo^ptUblllly with tin








(in m/i« of oeeomntf








|5 ! C0NTHIBUTT0J3 I
51 510 Contributions provided for In Articles 3(4)1
and 4(6 ) re : ncctivelv of the I>?ciBion of I
21 Aori 1 1y70 on the replaceront of I
financial contributions from K'-noer Stats* I
by the Corrxnirutiee' own recources I
Belgium I 13.197 . (-) 7 13.190
West Cermny I 58.969 (♦>4.449. 815 4.506.804
Francs 28.060 I 28.0601
Italy 13.788 13.788
Luxembourg 317 317
Hetherlands 19.002 (♦>4.449.589 4.468.591
Denaark 5.306 (-) 190 5.116
Ireland 1.354 1.354
United Kingdom 42.729 (-) 48 42.681 |




Proceeds of sale of movable and imoovabls
property
900 Prooeeds of sals of aovabls property I toksn sntry I tolna sntry I
901 . Proeeedo of sals of imaovabls property
91 Proceeds of lettirur and hiring
910 Proceeds froa hiring of furniture and
equipment I **
I 911 Proceeds fros letting of imovable property 2.000 I 2.0001
98 I Revenue and remuneration for services
Iprovided a/rainct Dovment
920 Supply against payment of eouroe materials
or special flsBile materials ( Artiola 6(b)
of the EAEC Treaty)
toksn sntry toksn sntry
921 Remuneration for servloes provided against
payment for the purposes of implementing
the Commmity research programme (Artiole 10
of the EAEC Treaty)
toksn sntry token sntry
922 (Remuneration for services provided against
Ipayment to Member States , persons or
luniertalelngs (Artiole 6 of the EAEC Treaty)
toksn sntry I tokon sntry
92) Revenue from lioenoee granted by the











Ifae revenue assigned to this Chapter is that representing contributions under the
complementary programmes .
Details of the calculations concerning these contributions can be seen in Annex A to
this Statenent of Revenue * Die scales for the contributions of the Kenber States
to the complementary progresses ( 1973*76 ) in the fields of "Plutonium and
transplutonlua elements" and "Supervision and management of fissile materials"! as
shown in Annex A to this Statement of Revenue , have been calculated on the baeis of
the relative shares proposed la the pre11sinary draft supplementary and amending
budget Bo 1/77.
ia regards the "Km Reaotor" ooapleaentary programs , the eeale «dopt«d oa a
hypothetical baala ia that valid for tha previous prograaae.
III/I/6
(ut unire of arrovnt )










925 Revenue arising from surplus in respect of
services performed on behalf of outside
bodies and Individuals
token entry token «ntry
929 Other revenue from oervices provided againcrl
payment
token entrr token entry
93 Fcpt\yment of tnlecellaneouB expenditure I






| 931 Repayment of expenditure on account of one
or oore States
932 Repayment of expendltutre incurred
specifically as a result of work undertaken
on request and against payment
token entry token entry
939 Other repayments of expenditure on acoount
of outside bodies and Individuals
I
token entry token «ntry
94 Rorrowin* and lendlrur operations
940 Proceeds of borrowing tinder the Euratoa/US
Agreement
token entrr token «ntry
941 • Repayment of loans granted under the
2uratoo/US Agreement I
3.400,000 3.400.000
942 'ayment of financial and bank charges in
reopect of lending and borrowing operations
jnder the Euratoa/US Agreement
token entrr token entry
949 ^oceeds from miscellaneous borrowing
operations
95 Miscellaneous Income
990 Lncome from investments and loans , bank
interest , and other ltens
token entry token «ntry
99 other miscellaneous revenue
990 ]
i
'ayment by the French and Italian
Government s of duties and charges oa
research operations






Revenue due in 1977 froa performance of 1977 programmes .
The sonies received in 1977 fron services to be provided under the 1977 progrannee
constitute resources in the appropriation accounts and , in conformity with the
structure of the Functional Budget , do not necessitate an entry in the Statement of
Revenue*
To this revenue are added the repayments Igr the Italian and Belgian Governments and
thoee tor certain national egenciee for having had Bade available to thai , on the
besle of Artiele 6(0 ) of the Euratoa Treaty , the BR-2 reactor ( appropriation account
l*80.0 ) t staff eeoonded vtder foraer "Jdvanoed Reactors* Assooiatione (appropriation
account 1.60.1 ) or under the forner • Biology" Association ( appropriation account
1.80.2 ) f and the Eseor reaotor (appropriation Account 1.90.0)*
This revenue corresponde to repayente of capital and payvente of interest or loans
from the Corail«sion to the Kemkraftv^rk HWE B*y»rwerk OnbH (contract *f 26 July 19^3 )
and to the Socilttf d'lnergie nucllalre franco-beige dee Ardennes ( SE3A ) ( contract of
17 October 1963 ) for the construct ion of nuolear power stations* The CooBieeion
borrowed the capital for these loans froa the Exlabank , Washington, under the contract
of 10 August 1939 (Council Decision of 28 Kay 19591 ns Artiele .337 of the
StstsBcnt of Expenditure )*
πι/ι/β
(it1 MUt of«CMll















Unexpended revenue which «ay be wed again







TITLE 9 - TOTAL 3.413.000 3.413.000
UKiBD TOTAL 5.158.722 10.816.179 15.974.901
ΙΠ/Ι/9




CALCULATION OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS BY MEMBER STATES TO THE FINANCING OF THE COMPLEMENTARY PROGRAMMES
(ANNEX A to the Statement of Revenue)
( in units of account)
Objectiva (Budget . t'xoendip I
i lion tri Dut ) ons II..1 I ■■■! 1
: urô 11 1' Belgi un | Ltennark Gëriâny I France ~ I Ireland 1 Italy Luxembourg Nethenarras 1 k i ngx
H9T7-80 PROGRAMMES * Π i - « [ * . i % # %
HFR reactor
Chap . 4*10



























































L_ 9.081.901 13.190 5.116 nz I 4.508.804 r– 28.063 rr.354 LJ 13.7*11 I i 1 II 41.681
(1) The expenditure represents the appropriations for payment entered tinder each objective for 1977.
( 2) Contrl bi/tms are calculated fron_the relative shares set out in the preliminary draft 1977 Budget .






RECAPITULATIVE TABLE OF STATEMENT OP EXPENDITURE
fin aiifj nf arrounl )









BALANCES OF APPROPRIATION ACCOUOTS
1.10 I Staff (jRC ) I token entry I token entry I
! 1.11 Headquarters staff and led! root action I token entïy I token entry I
1*20 General infrastructure : general services
and overheads ! token entry I token entry I
1.21 General adninietrative expenses
- headquarters and indirect action tok*n entxy I token entrr I
1.30 Scientlfio and technical support token entry I token entry j
1*40 HFR reactor - Petten token entrr token entrr I
X.50 Scientifie divisions token entry token entry I
1.60 Installations and/or staff placed at the
disposal of outside bodies and individuals
pursuant to Article 6(c ) of the Euratoa
Treaty ( indirect action ) token entry token entir
1.01 Services performed on behalf of outsids
bodies and Individuals ( indirect action) token entry token ontry j
1.90 Installations and/or staff placed at the
disposal of outside bodies and individuals
pursuant to Article 6(c ) of the Euratoa
Treaty (direct action ) - Installations and
staff of the Essor reactor
* I
token entry token entry
1.91 Services performed by the JRC on behalf of
the indirect action Itoken entry token entry !
1.92
I
Services performed by the JBC for other
Conoiesion departments ( save in reepeot of
indirect action) token entry token entry I
1.94 Other contract work for oataide bodies end
individuals token entry token entry
mUC 1 - TOTAL m token entry tOL . 4.
ΙΠ/Ι/15
aECAPITJLATIVB TABLE OF STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE ( eontd )
fin mi'M r*f orrount )









JOINT PROGRAMME - DIRECT ACTIOS - JBC
Nuclear safety
1 2. 10 . H Reactor safety 23.525.877 23.525.877 21.797.438
| 2.10 . !
■
a Plutoniua fuels and actinldes research 11.181.080 11.181.080 10.173.460
2.10 .: Mana^enent of nuclear aaterlale and
radioactive waste 6.130.060 6.130.000 5-757.460
I 2.20 I Future energy sources j
2.20.1J Solar energy 4.453.548 4.453.548 3.911.672
2.20.2I ffardrogen 4.384.019 4.384.019 4 . 147.731 I
2.20.3I High-ternperature aaterlale 2.470.400 2.470.400 2.415.171
2.20.4 Design studies on thensoraiclear fusion 794.358 794.358 753.138
2.30 I Environnent and reaourcea 11.417.523 11.417.523 10.618.523
2.40 Measurements , standards and reference
techniGueB TKETRZÎ 16.001.096 16.001.096 14.858.292
2.50 Support and aervica ectivltlaa
2.50.J Data procaaalnc 4.607.347 4. 607.347 4.243.495
2.50.3 Trmlnln* 394.051 394.051 386.333
2.50.3 Supartrialon of flaalla aatsriala 4.465.629 4.465.629 4.235,822
M I I TITLE 2 - TOTAL 89.825.008 89.825.008 83.296.775
IIÏ/I/16
RECAPITULATIVE TABLE OF STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE ( oontd )*
(in units of account )







Γ7Ί ΓΊ JOINT PHOCRAKME - HEADQUARTERS AND INDIRDST η
ACTION
3.11 Tralnlnc 4.600.000 1.166.963 207.100
3.20 3.20.0
3.20.1
Controlled thermonuclear fusion and plasma
physics
Controlled thermonuclear fusion and plasma
30.667.232 16.417.792 23.327.554
phyeies ( JT-7T Proicct ) 40.923.227 17.926.000 20.950.000




Reference materials and methods (Coaarunity
Bureau of References ) 929.633 976.518
3.52 Protection of the environment loollution) 5.500.900 3.816.917
3.60 Plutonium recycling in lleht-vater reactors 1.432.000 1.042.000 I
3.61 Eherrr econormr
!
8.990.000 4.520.476 II 3.022.776 I
3.62 Production and use of Krdrojc«a 10.900.000 5.414.195 3.659.995
3.63 Solar enercr 13.760.000 7.020.476 I
I
5.749.158
3.64 Oeothernal entrer 10.240.000 5.212.478 3.574.278
3.65 Systems anairsls 3.110.000 1.623.676 1.408.507 !
3.66 Management and storage of radioactive
waste 6.521.500 4.645.500
3.67 Reprooessin* of Irradiated fuels tokon «ntxv ! tok«n entry toïcen entry I
3«68 Phasiiur-<mt of nuolear Installations token entrr token «ntxy tokeo œw*
TITLE 3 - TOTAL 123.190.459 79.746.976 79.937.597
ΠΙ/Ι/17
RECAPITULATIVE TABLE OP STATFMPTT OF EXPENDITURE ( oontd )
fin unit » of account )







Γ7Ί COMPLîMENTART PROGRAMMES - DIRECT ACTION - 1
JRC
4.10 Ooeration or HFR reactor 9.665.425 9.665.425 8.899.179




COMPLOTOTTART PR0CRAJTO3 - INDIRECT ACTCCW I
i
tokon entry token entiy
i
token «ntrr
L L T1TLK 5 - TOTAL tok«n tatir tolnn «Btry tok«n «ntry
ιιι/ι/ιβ
RBCA.FITOLATIVE TABLE OP STATFMENT OP EXPEJfPlTOHE ( oontd )
fin units of account )







6 COMPLETION OP PROJECTS AUTHORIZED UNilfcM 1
PRBCEDINO PROGRAJ-M2S
60IO 1972–76 joint programme (JRC )
6.10.1 European informatics network (COST 11 ) I
6.11 1973-76 joint pro/rramme (JRC ) I ( 311.302
I 6.12 1975-76 joint ororT^mTEe (JRC ) ' I
5.12.1 Standards and reference materials (CBR Petten]
and high-temperature materials 1
/ 1
I 190.601
6.13 1 1973-76 cooplenientarv proirrajnineB ( JTO ) I
5.13.1 Plutonium and transplutonlua el enents
(b/dk/d/p/irl/l/n/uk ) 116.527
6.14 1973-76 complenentary proKrauraea (JBC )
6.14.1 Supervision and manageaent of fissile
materials (B/DK/D/XRL/I/L/H/UK ) 66.195
6.15 1 1973–76 coraplementarr pro/rramœee (JRC )
L15.I HPR reaotor (d/k ) token cntrr !
6*20 1973-76 joint prorramme ( headquarters and
indirect action )
6.20.1 TTRlnln* 832.100 I
16.20.2! Materials-testing reactors I 8.892
16.20.3 Controlled theroonuolear fueion and plasaa 1
physics I 10.946
16.20.4 Biology and health protection (radiation
protection ) 12.445
16.20.5 Reference material e and methods (Cosounlty
Bureau of Referenoes ) 110.782 1
16.20.61 Environnent 163.932
6.36 1971-75 comnlementary programmes
( headquarters and indirect action)
5.36.1 Biology – adaptation of nuolear techniques
to agricultural research ( D/I/H ) tokon «ntrr
«♦37 [ complementary proeranmies – headquarters
I and indirect aotion – 1?74–75
1
5.37.1 Biology - adaptation of nuclear techniques
to agricultural research ( JDK/lfU*) token sntry
TITLE 6 - TOTAL 1.823.922
πιΛ/19
RECAPITULATIVE TABLE OP STATEMENT OP EXPENDITURE (oontd )
fin units of aeeounl)








Financial operations under -the EuratomAJS
Atfreemcnt I
7.00.1 Loans granted tinder the Euratoa/US
Agreement
7.00.2 Repayment of borrowing* under the
EuratomAJS Agreement
3 *400.000 3*400*000
7.00*3 Flnanoial and bank charges in reepect of






I 3.400.000 i 3.400.000
0 MI SCELLANBOUS ACTIVITIES
θ. 10 I Staff awaitiru? assijninient to a ooat 17.400 17-400 I
8.11 iBDleoeniatlon of Council Resolution of 297.300 297.300
I 22 July 1975 on nuclear nlant rafcty
8.30 JRC normal operating expenditure 3*066*49?




TITLE 8 - TOTAL 1.214.700 4.283 . 197
9 I PROVISIONAL APPROPRIATIONS I token entry token entry j
[TITLE 9 - TOTAL tokan «ntry token «ntry
I GRAKD TOTAL 222.680.892 183.852.109 181.642.670
1 1
IIï/l/20
TITLE 1 - BALANCE OP APPROPBI ATION ACCOUNTS
fin mi'ii of ocro+nt)








1.10 Staff expenditure – JRC I token entry token entry !
1.11 Staff expenditure – Headquarters and indireot action I token entry token entry
1.20 General infrastructures General services and overheads
1*20.1 General administrative expenditure – JRC token entry token entry
1*20*2 I' General administrative expenditure – JRC Ispra I token entry 1 token entry I
1.20.3 II General tecfanloal aervioes – JRC Ispra I token entry I; token entry |
1.20*5 I General services and infrastruotura – JRC f CBN* (Geel ) token entry I token entry I
1*20*6 General services and infrastructure – JRC * Karlsruhe token entry token entry |
1*20*7 General services and infrastructure – JRC . Petten token entry token entry
ChaDter 1.20 - Total token entry token entry
1.21 General administrative expenditure * ReadQuarters and token entnr token entry
indirect action I
1.30 Scientific and technical sunnort 1
1*30*1 Central stores – JRC * Xspra token entry token entry
Π.30.2 Computer Centre – JRC . lepra I token entry I token entry I
Ρ.30.3 Central workshop – JRC * lepra I token entry I token entry I
η . 30.4 Medius-oetivity laboratory «• JRC * lepra I token entry I token entry J
1.30*5 Specialized aoientifio and teotanioal support – JRC ;
CBN* ( Geel )
I token entry token entry
1*30.6 1 Specialised eoientifio and technical support – JRC V
Karlsruhs
I token entry token entry
I.30.T Specialised aoientifio and teohnieal support – JRC V
Petten
token entry token eo.ry





TITLF 1 - BALANCE OP APPROBATION ACCOUNTS (conid)
(in mnitM of aceo**t)









1 1.40 1.40,1 Ispra-I reactor I token entry token entry
1*40.2 HFR reaotor , Petten Ij token entry ioken entry I
Chanter 1.40 – Total I token antry token entry I
1.50 Scientlflc divisions I n
1.50.1 Departsent A – JRC. lepra token antrr token antry I
1.50.2 Department B •» JBG . lepra token antry token antry I
1.50.3 Department C – JRC . lepra ioken entty token antry I
1.50.5 JRC . com (O««i ) token entry token antry I
1.50.6 JRC , Karlarube token antry token entry I
1.50.7 JRC , Petten token entry token entry I
Chaoter 1.50 – Total token antry token entry
1.80 Installations and/or staff placed at the dlspooal of
ioutside bodies and Individuals pursuant to Article 6(o )
of the tAiratoo Ircaty ( indirect action)
1.80.0 HR-2 reactor staff token antry token entry !
1.60.1 Staff fron the foroer associations In the field of
advanced reactors
token antry token entry
1.80.2 Staff froa a foroer association in the field of biology token entry token ontry I
Chapter 1.80 – Total [ token entry II token entry I
1*81 Services serforined on behalf of outside bodies and
Individuals ( indirect action )
1.81.0 Fusion contract – Sweden token entry token entry I
1.81.1 Fusion contract – Switzerland token entry token entry I
Chaoter 1.81 – Total [ token entry I token entry I
1.90 Installations and/or staff ©laced at the disposal of token antry I token entry I
outside bodies and individualo Durcuant to Article olcl





TITLE 1 - BALANCE OP APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS ( oontd )
fin Miti of account/








1.91 Services perforated by the JRC on behalf of indireot 1
action !
1.91.0 Biology and health protection – radiation protection
( Chapter 3*30)
token entry token entry
1.91.1 Reference aateriala and netboda (Commit/ Bureaa of





Chapter 1.91 – Total I token entry i token entry
i
1.92 Services performed by the JRC on behalf of other
I Conunicoion departments ( excluding indirect action )
1.92.0 Technical assessnente in support of tbo activities of
some Commiaaion departsenta
token entry tokan entry
1.92.1 Safeguarda token antry token entry
Chapter 1.92 – Total i token antry token antry
1.94 Other contractu for servioea on behalf of outside tokan antry token antry
bodies and individuals
Chaster 1.94 – Total tokan antry tokan antry
ι
ΠΙ/Ι/23
TITLE 1 - BALANCE OP APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS






The balance# of the appropriation accounts are charged to this Title In accordance
with the provisions of Artlole 98 of the Financial Regulation of 25 April 1973




TITLE 2 - JOINT PROCRAMME - DIRECT ACTION - JRC
OBJECTIVE! REACTOR SATOY
( in unlit of aceount )




TffU Chop. Art. Cot. H oo vlna
m 2.10 2.10.1 I
I
PRIMA**- CHARGES
13 Missions and duty travel 60.000 I 60.000
25 jForaal and ether settings 30.000 29.000 I
27 [Publication and inforaatlon J.OOO 3.500
30 Taohnieal operrtlnc npmltai 1.963.660 1.374.700
50 Eontraots 776.720 543.700
SECONDAHT CHARGES
92 !)■• or lnfruiruotvr* 7.887.545 7 . 324 . 731
93 ]<• or aolantlrla and taehnloal rupport 1.654.907 1.518.228
95 or aolentlfic dlriaion» 9.257.845 9.057.579







I Total progrtimo allocation ve. ( Seolsion ef in 0J. ) I
I Troncho * previously oportod ue.
1 Now tranche va.
I Totoí tronchos oponed M,
1977(1 ) 1978(2 ) 1979(2 ) 1980(2 )
rorosoeoblo commitments 23.525.877 23.248.000 21.223.000 20.125.000
1 } Including the staff expenditure reserve (financial /ear 1977 )*
2 ) Based 011 staff oosts as at 1 January 1977*
in/r/25
TITLE 2 » JOINT PROORAKMB - DIRBCT ACTION - JHC (oontd )
OBJECTIVEl REACTOR SAFETT
Tiri* Oiap. Art. Ce*. REMARKS
2 2.10 2.10.1
13 This appropriation is intended to oover expenditure or sisalon* specific to
the attainment of this objective .
30 This appropriation covers recurring technical operating expenditure and a
nunber of epeclflo Investments , including!
- pimps and accessories for the LOBI Project 194.000 u . a.
- scanning microscope 1JO .000 u.a.
- development of an Instrument for the measurement of
rate of flow by the nuclear aagnetio resonance teohnique 294.000 c . a.
- one HP generator 70.000 u . a.
- high-frequency measuring equipment 80.000 u.a.
- one dat»-acquieition By otea 100.000 u.a.
50 This appropriation covers a nunber of technical oontracts, inelullngi
- design study of the COPAS loop 300.000 u.a.
- development of the validation of a code for djreaaio
loading and response of structures 70.000 u. a .
- execution of two-phase fluid-flow tests 130.000 u.a.
- developaent of a test ssotlon for the sti4y of
BWR fuel olusters 100*000 u.a*
- study of crack detection br ultrasonio eaission 80.000 u.a*
91 Provisional appropriations for the purpose of offeettlng, as each case arise.,
any adjustments resulting from Decinlons to Increase staff ex-pendlture > hich
nay be adopted fcgr the Counoll during the financial year 1977
92 This appropriation oovers the share in financing the general infrastructure
( general services and overheads )*
93 This appropriation oovers the use of the Computer Centre - 1.30.2 ( about 800
nachlne hours ), the workshop - l.}0.3 ( about 28.000 machine hours ) and about
15# of the oapaoity of the aedius-aotirity laboratory .
M I 95 This appropriation oovers the expenditure on 239 aen/year assigned to research* J
fl ) including appropriations for occultaent oarried forward fros
»>
m
1977(1 ) 1978(2 ) 1979(2 ) 1980(2 ) 1981(2 )
rere«ee«bte poMMntf 21.797.438 23.248.000 21.223.000 20.125.000 1 . 723 . 439
!1 ) Inoltding the rtaff expenditure reserve ( financial y.ar 1977 )•2 ) Based oa ateff oostt aa at 1 January 1977,
ΙΪΙ/Ι/26
TITLE 2 - JOIST PROGRAMME - DIRECT ACTT flN - JRC (contd )
OBJECTIVEl Pf.UTOHIUM FUELS AND ACTDFiraS RESEARCH
( in units of account )
TltU O)op. Art.
BREAKDOWN BY CLASS OF EXPENDITURE


















Da* of aeiantifie and teohnloal Bopport
Dae of aolantlfle dirleiona


































! l ) Inoludlng the staff expenditure reserve ( finanolal year 1977 )«2 ) Based on ittff costs h it 1 Jairaax? 1977*s af as at miarr #
III /7/2T












R s X A S K 3
This appropriation oovere recurring technical operating expenditure , and in




secondary ion mass spectroaeter
carbon monoxide analyser
sintering furnace
overhaul of the welding oachine
extension of the LASAC laser systea
laser for aeasuring emieeivity
extension of the data acquisition eystea
modification of hot calls
metrology bench
EDAX systea ( non-dispereivs analytical systea




















This appropriation is intended to oover the financing of tha irradiation
programmes Treson 4 and 5 ( 100.000 u.a.), DV ( 200.000 u.a«) v GOCAR 2 and 3
( 100.000 u.a .)*
Provisional appropriations for the purpose of offsetting, aa each case arises ,
adjustments resulting from decisions to increase staff expenditure which aay
be adopted by ths Counoil during tha financial year 1977 *
This amount covero the share in the financing of ths general infrastructure
( ovsrheads and general services).
This appropriation covers tha use of scisntlfio and technical support –
1*30*6 (about 37 mb)i
Ibis appropriation 00vers tha expenditure on 121 aen/year assigned to research *
(I ) Inoluding appropriations for ooaaitaent oarried fomard froa
(2)
WJ
I 1977(1 ) I 1978 ( 2 ) 1979 ( 2 ) 19t0 ( 2 )
Foreseeable payments 10.173.H80 10.11H.000 9.611.000 9.556.000 1 « wwC
(1 ) Inoluding the staff expenditure reserve (finanoial year 1977 )*
( 2 ) Baaed on staff ooets aa at 1 Jamary 1977 *
XIIA/ZO
TITLK 2 - JOINT PROORAWE - DIRECT ACTION - JRC ( contd)
OBJECTIVEl MANAGKMlJiT OF NUCLKAR MATK1U ALo Wl) RADIOACTIVE WASTE
( in unito of account )











13 Missions and dutj travel 46.000 46.000
ι




92 Oh of infr&atructurc 2.043.764 1.926.059
93 us* of aclantlfio and taohnleal anpport 512.093 457.128
95 Oaa of ■clentific divialona 2.541.263 2.463.893
SUB-TOTAL 5.618.030 5.245.480




I Tetol programma oMocetlon we. (Deoislon of auinaW lit O.J. ) •
I Tranchoi priviouily opened v«.
I New tranche ue.
I Total tronchos oponed
1977(1 ) 1978(2 ) 1979(2 ) 1980(2 ) 1
cornu» tmowtf
6.130.080 5.756.000 5.511.000 5.507.000
* muviru kw rnarrt
Based on staff oosts as at 1 Jeimarj 1977 *
ΠΙΑ/29
OBJECTIVEl MANAGEMENT OP NUCLEAR MAT HII AL3 AXD RADIOACTIVE WASTE









This appropriation is intended to oover expenditure on Missions specifio to
the attainment of this objective .
This appropriation covers recurring technical operating expenditure and
Includes a number of speoific investments such ass
- instrumentation for performing differential thermal
analyses in hot cells on solid waste 40*000 u.a *
- alpha + gamma spectrometer 30*000 u.a.
- apparatus for the measurement of the cross-section*
of actinides 30*000 u*a*
This appropriation covers such rssearch oontracts ass
– development of a mathematical model relating to
methods of separating actinides 30*000 u.a.
– updating of the libraries on the formation and
burnup of aotinides ' 30*000 m*a«
– studies of statistical problems and various software
studies 30*000 u.a.
Provisional appropriations for the purpose of offsetting ! as each case arisee v
adjustments resulting from decisions to increase staff expenditure which may
be adopted by the Council during the financial year 1977 *
This amount covers the share in the finaaoing of the general infrastructure
(general services and overheads )*
This appropriation covers the use of the Computer Centre – 1*30*2 (about 60
machine hours ), ths workshop – 1*30*3 (about 6*000 machine hours ) and about
40£ of the capacity of the medium-*activity laboratory*
This appropriation covers the expenditure on the 64 mem/year assigned to
research*




I 1977(1 ) 1978(2 ) I 1979(2 ) 1980(2 ) W' (?) :
5.757.480 5.756.OOO 5.511.OOO 5.507.OOO 372.600
H ) Inoludlng the reserve for staff expenditure ( financial year 1977 )*
( 2; Based on staff costs as at 1 January 1977 *
III/Ï/30
TITLE 2 - JOINT PROGRAMME - DIRECT ACTIOK - JRC (oontd)
OBJECTIVE! SOLAR ENl-JtCY
( in unite of account )




Tito Oicp. Art. 1 Cof . Hoàdinf
2 2*20 2.20.1
PRIMART CHARGES I
13 MLeeionB and duty travel I 40.000 40.000
25 Formal and ©thar Beatlnga 16.000 18.000 '




92 I Osa of lnfraatruotura 1.515.863 1.330.037
93 Vas of aolentifio and tachnleal «apport 103.610 100.759
95 Ub« ef ■olentirlo aivlaiona 1.405.235 1.375.176
STO-TOTAL 4.154.548 3.612.872 1








1977(1 ) 1978(2) I 1979(2 ) 1980(2 )
I
I
4.453.543 4.627.000 3.877.000 3.667.OOO
«a. (Saolaion of puUltktl ta 0.J.I
! 1 ) Including the staff expenditure reserve ( finanolal year 1977 )*2 ) Based on staff oosts as at 1 January 1977 *
ΙΙΙΛ/31
OBJECTIVE! SOLAR ENCTOT








IThls appropriation la intended to cover axpenditura on alealona apacifio to
the attalnnent of ttaia objective .
Tola appropriation covora reourrlng technical operating expenditure and
8everal apacifio investoente Including !
- one standard pilot plant for the oharaetarlcatlon of aolar
I collectors 62.000
U ona reference loop for tha establishesnt of tha ■tandard
I of heat tranafarenca 55.000 u«a.
(- ona referenoa loop for tha aatabliahaant of tho standard
I of energy atoraga 40.000 u.a.
I- Intense broad-beaa light source* 220.000 «•a*
U ollaatic chambers 100.000 tt.it
U data» ■acqulaltion aretesa 60.000 tt*àt
Provisional appropriations for tha purpose of offaettlng, aa each case arlsea ,
adjustments resulting froa deoiaiona to increaaa staff expenditure which aajr
be adopted by tha Counoil during tha financial year 1977 *
Thla aaount covera tha ahare in tha flnanoing of tha general infrastructure
(general aarvioaa and overheada).
rhis appropriation cover8 the uea of the Computer Centra – 1*30.2 (about 24
machine houra) and tha workahop – 1*30*3 (about 5*000 aaohlna hours)*
Thla appropriation oovara tha axpenditura on 35 aan/jear aeelgned to reaearch.













! 1 ) Inoludlng tha ataff axpantltura re«erv» ( financial ;»r 1977).2) Baaad on ataff ooata u it 1 January 1977 .
ΙΠΛ/32
TITLE 2 - JOINT PROGRAMMA - DIRECT ACTION - JBC ( oontd)
OBJECTIVEl HYDROGiûM
–– – ( in units of account )
I BREAKDOWN BY CLASS OF EXPENDITURE Appropriation *
lov cemmifmonl
ADorooriotiont I
Tifta Qiop. I Art. I Cat. Haadinf fof
2 2.20 2*20*2
PRTMÀHT CHARGES
U Missions and dut? trarel 45*000
45.000 I
25 I Formai andI other Meeting* 30.000 30.000






92 Daa ef inrrastruotura 1.464.223
1.390.360 I
93 Un ef solantifio and taohnic*! rapport 110.662 106.209
95 Uaa of solantifio dlYiaiona 1.980.614 1.937.462
SOB-TOTAL 4.013.019 3.776.731
91 I Staff ( raaarva ) 371.000 371.000
TOTAL 4.384.019 4 . 147.731
I TIMETABLE
I Totol programma 0110€otion ee. 1tosoision ef euMf*fco4 i* O.J. ) I
I Tranchas pravfoutly oponod
I New tranche υα.
I Tata! troncha* apañad VOL
Π 1977(1 ) 1978(2 ) 1979(2 ) 1980(2 )
rafataaabla
4.384.019 4.219<O0O 4.162.000 4.132.000
( 1 ) Including the staff axpandLltur® nnrm (flnanolal yaar 1977 ),
( 2 ) Baaad on staff ooata as at 1 January 1977 .
in/t/33
OBJECTIVE! HYEROOEH









nils appropriation ia Intended to cover expenditure en missions speoifio to
the Attainment of this objeotive *
nils appropriation oovere recurring technical operating expenditure *
Thia amount is intended to oover several research oontracts , including!
– an experimental study of the decomposition node of
hydriodio acid 40*000 u*a*
– study of an electrochemical reaction 40*000 u.a*
• designing of pilot plant components 40*000 u*a»
– study and designing of a large-ec'ale plant for the
deconposition of sulphuric acid 60*000 u*a *
– a technical and economic study of various processes 30*000 u.a*
– corrosion tests 30*000 u*a*
Provisional appropriations for the purpose of offsetting , as each cass arises ,
adjustment* resulting from decisions to increase staff expenditure which may
be adopted bgr the Counoil during the financial year 1977 *
This amount oovers the share in the financing of the general infrastructure
(general servioes and overheads )*
This appropriation oovers the use of the Computer Centre – 1*30*2 (about 19
machine hours) and the workshop - 1*30*3 (about 5*000 machine hours )*
Thi* appropriation oovers ths expenditure on 50 men/yeas assigned to research *














( 1 ) Including tha ataff axpandltora renerv® (flnanolal yaar 1977 ).
( 2 ) Basad on staff eoata u it 1 January 1977 .
III/I/M
TITLE 2 : JOINT PBCCRAMME - DIRECT ACTION - JRC ( oontd )
OBJECTIVEi HIGB-TOTERATURE MATERIALS
( in units of account )















22 Movable property and Incidental expenditure 1.600 1.600
26 studies . survaya . oonaultanojr 26.000 23,400
30 Technical operating expenditure 401 *400 361.300
ι
SBC01TDAHT CHARGES
92 Use of infrastructure 536.505 526.441
93 Usa of ■oiantiflo and technioal Rapport 123.940 122.695

















I Tetol troncho * oponod
1977(1 ) 1978(2 ) 1979(2 ) Î 1980(2 )
I Foretooabfe comioitmonlt
2.470.400 2.310.000 2.167.000 2.213.000
( 1 ) Including the staff expenditure reserve (financial year 1977 X
(2 ) Baaad on ataff ooata u at 1 Jan«*nr 1977 .
111/1/35
OBJECTIVEI HIOH-TEJtPERATURE MATERIALS







This appropriation cover* reourring technical operating expenditure , in
particular on aateriale , equipment and equipaent aaintenance * It includes !
– Induction furnace 35*000
– heat treatment furnacee and controllers 25*000 u.a«
– scanning electron aicroecope with nicrosonlc analyser 55*000 u.a.
– sachines for testing fatigue behaviour at high
teoperatures 20,000 u.a*
*• machlnee for testing creep behaviour at high
teaperatures 70*000 u«a*
«» themòbaiance 35*000 u*a*
Provisional approprations for the purpose of offsetting, as each case arises ,
adjustments resulting froa decisions to increase staff expenditure which aay
be taken ty the Council during the financial year 1977 *
This amount covers the share In the financing of the general infrastructure
(general services and overheads )*
This appropriation oovers the use of scientific and technical support – 1*30*7
( about 5 ■*»)•
This appropriation covert the expenditure on 36 Ben/year assigned to research .














! 1 ) Znoludlng the staff expenditure reeervo ( flnanolal year 1977 )*2 ) Based on vtaff costs as it 1 January 1977 •
III/I/J6
ΤΙΤΙΕ 3 - Λ>ΤΝΤ ΡΗΟΟΠΛΚΜΚ - ΡΙΚΕΟΤ ΑΟ 'ΓΤΟΝ - αΚΟ ( οοηϋ )
OBJECTIVE! DESIGN STUDIES ON THERMONUC LEAR FUSION .
( in units of account )
TltU Chep. Art.




















tJaa of solentifio sod technloal support





























! t ) Including tha staff expenditure reserve ( finanoial year 1977 )*2 1 Based on staff 00ate at at 1 January 1977*
ΙΠ/Ι/37
OBJECTIVE! DESIGN STUDIES ON THFJW'ONUC LFAR FUST OK









This appropriation la Intended to oover expenditure on alaaiona apeelfio to
the attainment of tbia objective.
Thla appropriation cover* recurring technical operating expenditure . In
particular on aaterials , equipment and equipment aaintenanco *
Thla appropriation covers a rnnber of contract* for reeeareh oni
•» support for the aagnetlo field study
– stud/ of plaaaa reheating technique*
20*000 u.a*
1.500 a . a.
ProvielonaX appropriations for the purpose of offaetting, aa each caae arise*,
adjustment* resulting froa decision* to Increase staff expenditure which aajr
be adopted Iqt the Council during tha financial year 1977 *
This anount cover* tha share In tha financing of tha general Infrastructure
(general aervicas and overheada ).
Thla appropriation covers the use of tha Computer Centra – 1*30*2 (about
95 machine hours ) and tha workshop – 1*30*3 ( about 1*000 aachine hours )*
Thla appropriation oorera tha expenditure on 6 aen/jrear assigned to research*














! 1 ) Including ih« staff •zpandltvr* rsserv* ( finanolal fttr 1977 ).2 ) Bu«d on itiff oorti u it 1 January 1977.
111/1/38
TITLE 2 - JOINT PROGRAMME - DIRECT ACTION - JRC (vontd )
OBJECTIVE! ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCES
( in unite of account )
Titlo Chop. Art.
















Missions and duty travel





Use of soientifio and teohnloal support
Use of aoientiflo division»
SUB-TOTAL





































!1 ) Including th« staff axpandltur* resorvo ( financial year 1977 )*2 ) Based on staff 00ata as at t January 1977 *
III/I/39













I I N i B K 8
This appropriation is intended to cover expenditure on aissions vpeoiz io
to the attainment of this objective .
This appropriation covers recurring technioal operating expenditure and
several specifio Investments ^ including !
•> one nass spectroaeter coupled to * liquid phase
ohromatograph 100*000 u*a*
– aerosol counters 40*000 u.a*
«- development of equlpoent for the processing of
data transmitted by satellite ! study of epecifio
software , extension of the central unit of an
image synthesizer * extension of the a0017 storage
syetea 90.000 u*a*
– laboratory equipment for the Interpretation of
photographlo documente 40*000 u.a«
This appropriation oovers contracts fori
• study of an urban atmospheric aodel 90*000 u*a*
– stales of quantatlve exchanges occurring
between sedimentation phenomena 70*000 u*a*
Provisional credits for the purpose of offsetting, as each oase arises ,
adjustments resulting froa decisions to Increase staff expenditure which
aay fee adopted by the Council during the financial year 1977 *
This amount covers the ehare In the financing of the general Infrastructure
(general services and overheads )*
This appropriation oovers the use of the Computer Centre – 1*30*2 ( about 456
machine hours ) and the workshop «• 1*30*3 ( about 13*100 aaohine hours ).
This appropriation covers the expenditure en 11$ aen/year assigned to
researoh *














ill Znoludlng the staff expenditure reeervs (finanolal year 1977 )*Z ) Based on staff costs as at 1 January 1977 *
ΙΙΙ/Ι/ΊΟ
TITLES - (oontd)
OBJECTIVE I KEA5URKKEHTS , STAirDAKPS AIH) nEFnn^ICB TEC1DJIQUES ( METRE )




Titla Chap. Art. c«*. Heading
2 2.40 2.40.0
PRIKART CHARGES
11 Staff 8.100 S.ioo |
I
13 Hissions and dut* traval 30.000 30.000
25
27










92 usa of lnfraatruetura 4.775.914 4.454.129
93 I Un of identifie and taohnioal aupport 2.039.192 1.775.330
95 Uaa of aolantlflo division» 6.228.320 6.I55.O33
SUB-TOTAL 14.703.096 13.5i5.2?2









1977(1 ) 1970(2 ) 1979(2 ) 1900(2 )
16.001.096 14.722.000 14.250.000 14.350.000
1)Inoluding the atoff expenditure reeerve ( finonoial yoar 1977
2)Baood on atoff ooeta aa at X January 1977 *
v. fprogrefwwa approval p«/b/<*Jre4 in OJ.)
ni/i/41
OBJECTIVE » MEASUREMCTTS . STAJrpARPS ATH) REFERENCE TECHNIQUES (HETRE )
Title Chflp. An . Cot. REMARKS




Ibis appropriation io Intended to cover expenditure on missions speolflo to
the attainment of this objeotive *
This appropriation is intended to cover the travel , subsistence and incidental
expenses of experts *
This appropriation covers recurring technical operating expenditure and a
number of specifio investments , including:
– one atomlo absorption spectrograph 40.000 u.a.
– one C'narpy tester with Instrumentation 20.000 u.a *
– X–ray fluorescence analyser 150.000 u.a.
– modernization of the scientific data-processing aystea 180.000 u.a *
– one X-ray fluorescenoe spectrometer $0.000 u.a*
– one computer for use with a gas chrooatograph and •
■ass spectrometer operating in combination 45«000 u.a *
– one nuolear resonance spectrometer 26.000 u.a *
Provisional appropriations for the purpose of offsetting , as each ease arises ,
adjustments resulting from decisions to increase staff expenditure which may




This amount covers the share in the financing of the general infrastructure
( general services and overheads )*
This appropriation oovers the use of the Computer Centre – 1.30*2 ( about 72
sachioe hours ), scientific and technical support at Oeol (about 37 sen ) and
the workshop - 1*30*3 (about 10*000 machine hours )*
This appropriation oovers the expenditure on 181 men/year assigned to researoh .




I 1977(1 ) 1978(2 ) 1979(2 ) 1990(2 ) 19"1(2 )
14.858.292 14.722.000 14.250.000 14.350.000 1.142.904
l ) Including the staff expenditure reserve (financial year 1977 )*
. 2 ) Based on staff ooeta as at 1 January 1977 *
Hl/l/4 ?
TITLB 2 - JOIÎIT PnWIUWK^-^JinEÇT^ACTIOIÏ^JnC ( oontd ) .
OBJECTIVE t DATA PlIOCESSUH; ,
–––––– ' ( in unitn of nccount )









13 Hlsaione ahd duty travel I 40*000 40.000
25 Formal and other neetinge 20.000 20.000
ι 27
Publication end information -I 10.000 7.000





92 Usa or infrastructure 1.561.393 1.441*444
93 Use of Bolentlfio and teohnioal support 531.605 500.051
95 Usa of aclantlfio dlviaione 1.516.023 |
j
1.433.300
SUB-TOTAL 4. 279.347 3.yi5«495
LJLJI Staff (reaarv.) 323.000 32 ":. 030
TOTAL 4.607 . U7
TIMETABLE
Total programmo ollocotion
Troncho * pr«vtoualy oponod
Now trancha
Total tr«icho* opened




1977(1 ) 1978(2 ) 1979(2 ) 1930(2 )
4 .607.347 4.240.000 4 . 176.000 4.204.000
! 1 ) Inoludlng the etaff expenditure reserve ( finonolal year 1977 /*2 ) Based on staff ooste ao at 1 January 1977 **
Xn/l/43





13 This appropriation is intended to cover expenditure
the attainment of this objective .
on missions specifio to
27 This appropriation covers th« publication of Eurocopi – 25*000 u.a. I
30 This appropriation covers recurring expenditure on technical operation and I
specific investments , or expenditure treated as such , lnoludings I
– acquisition of a miniature conputer for the European
informatics network and oost of hiring terminals 200.000 u*a .
– use of telephone lines and local prooessing of data 100.000 w.a.l
50 This appropriation covers a number of researoh contraots appertaining tot I
- EUROCOPIl
• standardlsatlon of prorranae documentatlon
• study of existing methods a automatic programme




• use (on hire ) of a





I - COST lit
• development of the terminal interfaoe 70.000 u.a.
91 Provisional -appropriations provided for the purpose of offsetting, as each
case ariueo , any adjustments reoultinj from decisions to incrcc.cc staff
expenditure which may be adopted by the Counoil during the financial year
1977 .
92 This amount covers the share in the financing of the general infrastructure
(general services and overheads ).
93 This appropriation oovers the use of the Conputer Centre – 1*30*2 (about 378
machine hours ) and the workshop – 1*30.3 (about 2*500 Machine hours )*
95 This appropriation oovers the expenditure on 37 ■en/year assigned to researoh . I
(II Including appropriations for commitment carried forward from
(it
w
1977(1 ) 1970(2 ) 1979(2 ) 1910(2 ) 1<>H(?)
r«r«»M«bU myMienti 4.243.495 4.240.000 4.176.000 4 . 204.000 363.352
( 1 ) Including tho staff expenditure reserve ( flnanolal year 1977)*
( 2 ) Based on staff ooets as at 1 January 1977 *
III/I/44
TITLE 2 - JOINT PROGRAMME - DI HKCT ACTION - JftC ( contd )
sans ia*i»B3oia«aBO « a«a«*a
OBJECTIVEI TPAINING
( in unita of account )





Till* Ctiop. Art. Cot . Hig4ln «
2 2.50 2,50.
PRIMART CHARGES
11 Staff 11.000 11.000
13 Missions and duty
travel 5.000 5.000
25 Formal and other Meetings 10.920 10.920
27 Publication nid Information
SECONDART CHARCES
5. 000 J.50U
92 u*. of lnfrastructur. 131.371 129.707
I 93 UB. of *cl.ntifio and tachnioal «upport 2.687 2.443








TOTAL 3*4 . im 3oo . 1J3
TIMETABLE
Tofol programme allocollon M. (Otoillon of 'fl OT J
Tranches previously opono4 01
Nt* trancho uo.
Total troncho * ODWM va.
rorotoeoblo eommitmant*
1977(1)1 1978 ( 2 )| 197$ ( 2)1 1980(2 )
394.051 379.000 359-000 365.000
( 1 ) Including the staff expenditure reserve ( finaneial /ear 1977 ).
( 2 ) Baaed on etaff eoete aiai 1 January 1977 *
2II/I/45
OBJECTIVE ! TRAIN1NC







n This appropriation 1® Intended to oorer the expenditure involved In I
| translation and typing to bo contracted out * |
13 This appropriation is intended to cover expenditure on Missions speolfio
i to the sttalnnent of tble objeotlve* _ . . I
22 This appropriation is intended to cover the expenditure Involved in tha I
fittin^-out of leoture rooas* I




91 Provisional appropriations for the purpose of offsetting, as each ease
arises , adjustments resulting froa decisions to increase staff expenditure
whioh aajr be adoptod by the Council during tho finanoial yoar 1977 *
92 This amount covers the share in tho financing of tho general infrastructure
( general servloeu and overheads )*
93 llils appropriation covers tho use aads of tho Computer Centre – 1*30*2
(about 3 aachlne hours )*
95 This appropriation oovera tho expenditure on 5 Ben/Tear assigned to research*





1978 ( 2 )
379.000






( 1 ) Including the staff expenditure reserve ( finanoial year 1977 )*
( 2) Based on staff costs as at f January 1977*
Πΐ/ΐ/46
TITI " 2 - JOINT PnoCTWïMG - STRECT ACTION - JRÇ (contd )
OBJECTIVE I SUPERVISION OP FISSILE MATERIALS
( in unite of account )
II I BREAKDOWN BY CLASS OF EXPENDITURE Approprietieni
for commitment
ADorooriotiont I
Tille Ckop. Ar». F1 Heeding |
2 2.50 2.50.,
PRIHAHY CHAHCES








92 Usa of laft-astructura "" 1.4T7.40S 1.4J7.»22
93 uaa ef aoiantlfle aad'taohnloal support
273. >10 24J.549
95 Usa of eelentifle division» 2.uuy.y31 1.9â4.251
SUB-TOTAL 4.079.629 3.343.322
91 Staff (raaarva ) 1 336.000 335.000 |
t
I






ve. (Decieios of evfcff tfcW in 0 J )
rocetocable commitment »
1977 ( 1 ) 1978 ( 2 ) 1979 ( 2 ) 1900 ( 2 )
4.465.629 • 4.123.000 4.066.000 4.069.000
( 1 ) Xnoluding the staff expenditure reserve ( financial year 1977)#
( 2 ) Baaed on staff ooets ae at 1 January 1977*
III/I/47















This appropriation la intended to oover Missions speolflo to the attainment '
of this objective*
| Thie appropriation covera recurring technical operating expenditure and
! apeoifio capital investments * ■ ■
j - Instrumentation for the characterisation of
i ultrasonic sensors 25.000 uc .
| • instrumentation for the non-deetruotive assessment of
fissile naterial s hS.000 uc .
• instrumentation for the nondestructive characterisation
of fissile materials 75-GG0 ue «
• reference standards . 50.000 ue *
Provisional appropriations for the purpooe of offsetting, as each case arises ,
adjustments resulting from decisions to increase staff expenditure which may
be adopted by the Council during the financial year 1977 *
This amount covers the share In the financing of the general infrastructure
(general services and overheads )*
This appropriation covers the use of the Computer Centre - 1*30.2 ( about
53 aachine hours ), the workshop - 1*30.3 ( about 6.000 machine hours ), and
about 1056 of the oapaoity of the medium-activity laboratory*
j
i
95 This appropriation oovers the expenditure on 52 sen/year assigned to research.




1Q77 ( 1 ) l) ( 2 ) * ccr(?)
*.235 .622 H . 123.000 H .066 ,000 <>.069.000
( 1 ) Including the staff axpenditure reserve (flnanoial year 1977 )*
( 2 ) Based on staff ooete as at 1 January 1977.
ixr/i/40
TITLE 3 - JOINT PROGRAMME - HEADQUARTERS AND INDIRECT ACTION
OBJECTIVES TRAINING
( in unite of account )
I BREAKDOWN BY CLASS OF EXPENDITURE j Appropriation *
lo* commitment
Appropriation *
lor paynmlI Till* Qtop. Art. Ce». Heading
3 3.11 3.11.0
PRÏMART CHARGES








91 un ef «tarf 1ο9·θΟΟ loy.ouù
92 Use 01 lnfraatruotar* 1.700 1.700
SUB-TOTAL 1.171.183






















Tifle Oiop . Cot. REMARKS
3.11 3.11.0 This Chapter oovers the appropriations intended to finance the following
aeasuress
1 * Awards of grants to enable eoientifio work to be pursued at all levels
of training (dissertation at the end of graduate studies , doctor 's thesis ,
"poet-dootoral" rcsoarch work )* The so grants are awarded to enable the
soientifio work to be performed elsewhere than in the candidate 's country
of origin or the country in which he usually engages in his activity and
are intended for students , graduates of universities and similar
institutions of learning , holders of doctorate degrees in various
soientifio disciplines and engineers - including scientists and engineers
working in industry - who as a general rule cone froa Co&aunlty •ember
countries *
2 * Financing of advanoed further training courses arranged in the fields which
CooBunity IfcfcD polloy treats as being particularly important *
lhese appropriations cover all expenditure incurred in perfomanos of the
project * i*e*i
- adain1strat ion (Categories and 25) S
- specific expenditure resulting froa the iaplesentation of ths aeasures
referred to above (Category 60);
- staff assignad to ths projcot (Categories 9*/0 and ths relevant
expenditure having been estimated as followsi
- 2 Cat . A staff at
- 2 Cat * B staff at
- 2 Cat * 0 staff at
Categorr 9l /o Category 01 / 1 ( Budget res* 77 )
42.800 u.a . ♦ 4.000 u.a./otaff Muter
26.100 u.a . + 2.400 u.a./ataff neober
15*900 u«a. + 1.300 u.&./ataff aeaber














( 1 ) Xnoludlng ths resorve for staff expenditure ( finonoial year 1977 ) ♦
( 2) Based on staff costs as st 1 January 1977 *
ΠΐΛ/5Ο
TITLE 3 - JOINT PROGRAMME - HEADQUARTCTS AND INDIRECT ACTION
OBJECTIVE * FUSION AND PLAoMA PHYSICS ( excluding JCT )
( in units of account )




for mmymwnlI TitU OlOB. Art. Cot . Hoadlna
3 3.20 3.20.0
PRIMARi CHARGES
11 Staff 13.000 13.000
13 ML salons And duty travel 35.700 35.700
22 Movable property and inoidental expenditure 3.500
23 Recurring adaìnietrative expendi ture 800 800 I
24 Entartainjaent and r*pr*a«ntation «xpanlitur* 2.000 2.000




9V° Us* or Bttff 4 . 171.200 4.171.200
92 Usa of Infrastructure 41.300 41.300
SUB-TOTAL 16.029.292 22.939.054







124*000.000 ve. ( Jteeislon of 25 Maroh 1976
93.332.768 «« ( 1976 )
30.667.232 uo .














OBJECTIVE* FUSION AND PLASMA PHYSICS ( exoludin* JET )
Title Chop. Art. Col. REMARKS
3 3.20 3.20.0 The appropriations entered against Articles 3*20.0 and 3*30*1 cover the
Commission 's participation in the Community fusion and plasma physics
programme • The aim of this programme is the ascertainment of ways and
means of generating competitively priced power from fusion reactors and
the joint construction of prototypes of such reactors with the object of
their application in industry and being put on the market *
lite appropriations cover all the expenditure involved In the execution of
this project , i.e.i
- administrative operating expenditure (Categorise 11 , 13 » 23 * 24 and 25 ) J
- expenditure ooverlng the Commission 's financial obligations arising out
of several Contracts of Association (Category 50 ) |
- expenditure on staff assigned to the project ( Categories 91/0 and 91/1 )»
estimated as follows t
Category 91 /0 Category 91 /1
- 75 Category A staff at 42*800 u.a. + 4*000 m*a*/staff member
- 35 Category B staff at 26*100 u*a* + 2*400 tt*a«/staff member
- 3 Category G staff at 15*900 u.a. * 1*500 u.a./staff member
(t ) tmclmmimg mpprnprimtions for c
12)
In u.a «
] 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981
roreteeoble payments
– naïf pregruM 19.100.143 23.327.554 25.714.831 26.497.397 27.303.32fi 2.0S6.749
oarried forward from
ΠΙ/1/52
TITLE 3 - JOINT PROCRAWE - HEADQUARTERS AND INDIRECT ACTION
OBJECTIVEl FUSION AND PLASMA PJfYSICS ( JET PROJECT)




BREAKDOWN BY CLASS OF EXPENDITURE


























Totol progromm* allocation 109*300*000 ua . (Dsoilion of in Q.J. )
Trancha* praviouftty opanad 68*376.773 ua<
N«w trancha 40.923.227 "«•
Tefal trancht« oponad 109*300*000 ul
rmiMobli commitment *
1976 1977 1978 197? 198O
68.376*773 17*926*000 8.029.227 7*231*000 7 . '7.000
m/i/53
OBJFCTIVEl CONTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR FTJSIOK AND PLASMA PHYSICS ( JET PROJECT#
Title Chap. Coi . REMARKS
3.20 3.20.1
50 The appropriations cover the Community 's share In the financing of the JET
Joint Undertaking , established by the Council Decision of ••*••«••••••••••
pursuant to the provisions of Chapter V of the Uuratoa Treaty*
Ibe alas of this Joint Undertaking ars the construction and operation of ft
large experiment of the Tokamak type t the JET (Joint European Torus ) aaehlne
coostl luting an essential phase in the research aiaed at the construction
of a thbraomsclear fusion reactor*
The appropriations ! Including reserves for adjustasnts , covert
( a) expenditure , estimated at 6.229.600 u.a . In appropriations for
commitnent and appropriations for payasnt f in rsspeot of tenporaxy
staff assigned to this project ;
(b) expenditure under contracts , estimated at t1*697«400 tua# in appropriations
for ooooitMnt and 14*721*400 u.a* in appropriations /or payvent















TITLE 3 - JOINT PROGRAMME - HEADQUARTERS AND INDIRECT ACTION
OBJECTIVEl BIOLOGY AND HEALTH PROTECTION - RADIATION PROTECTION
( in ujiita of account )









11 Staff 4.600 4.600 I
13 Missions and duty travel 42.000 42.000
23 Recurring adalnirtrative ezpendlturs 1.000 1.000
24 &itertalraant and repr«Hantât Ion up«ndltur« 3.900 3.900
25 Foraal and other Meetings I 55.000 i 55.000





91/0 Uaa of ataff 2.365.700 2.385.700
92 us* of infraatrnotura 23.600 23.600
99 Ua« ef JRC aarvioaa for lndlraot action 255.300 255.300
SUB-TOTiL 5.827.867 7.344.294
91/1 Raaarra (uaa of ataff ) 213.000 213.000
TOTAL 6.040.867 7.557.294
TIMETABLE






ve. fceoieion ef 15 Karoh 1976 pvktithid in O.J.J, 74 /76 )
39.000.000
Foroteooblo commitments
1976 1977 I 1978 1929 1920
19.701.627 6.040.867 4.606.017 4.047.296 4.604.173
ΙΠ/Ι/55
OBJECTIVE! BIOLOGY AND HEALTH PROTECTION - RADIATION PROTECTION
TftU Ο··. Art. Ce». REMARKS
3.30 B.30.0
99
The appropriations entered under thie Chapter are Intended for the
financing of studies concerning the aaaeasment of the risks Inherent
in ionizing radlationa .
They eover all expenditure involved in the execution of the project , l.e.t
v expenditure relating to administrative and technical operations
( Categories 11 , 13 , 23, 24 , 25 and 30 )|
- expenditure covering the Coanlsslon 's financial obligations arising out of
several Contracts of Association ( Category JO ))
- expenditure on staff assigned to the project (Categories 91 /O and 9l/l ),
estimated as follows !
Category 91 /0 Category 91 /1
" 43 Cat * A staff at 42 * 800 u*a * + 4 * 000 u*a*/staff metnber ) Salaiy scale under
"" 13 Cat . B staff at 26*100 u*a* ♦ 2*400 u * a* /staff Beaber )–Article 66 of the
- 4 Cat * C rtaff at 15*900 n.a* ♦ 1*^00 n*a*/staff ■ember) Statute
■ 9 Cat . C staff at 14*300 u.a* ♦ 1*500 u.a*/etaff Member ) Salary scale wider




Thie Mount oovere the use of the Infrastructure of the lepra Eetabliehaent
of the JRC the Working Part/ on Biology looated there .


















TITLE 3 - JOINT PROGRAMME - HEADQUARTERS AND INDIRECT ACTION
OBJECTIVE ! REFSRfflCE MATERIALS AJID KhTllODS ( COiCTJKITT RIRKAU OF REFERENCES )
( in unite of account )
[ BREAKDOWN BY CLASS OF EXPENDITURE AoDfODfiotion » 1 ApprMfiotioni 1
Tltle Chop. Art. Cet . H «« ding
laf commitment lo* poym*nt
Π 3·51
PRIMART CHARGES
11 | Staff 12.500 12.500
13 Missions and duty travel 40.000 I 40.000 I
22 Movable property and incidental expenditure I 3.000 3.000
23 Recurring administrative expenditure 5.500 5-500
24 Entertainment and représentation expenditure 2 . SOO I 2*500
25 Foraal and other aeetisge 70.000 70.000
26 Studies . eurve/s . consultano/ 15.000 15.000
27 Publication and Information 2.000 2.000




91/0 Uas of staff 229.100 229.100
92 (Isa of lnfrastructura 2.300 2.300
SuB-TOTAi. 908.233 955-118
91/1 Rasarva (uaa of staff) 21.400 21.400
TOTAL 929-633 976.518
I TIMETABLE
I Totot progromme eHocofien 2.700.000 M. (l>eoieion of . 15»3« 1976 pvklithmd in O.J. l 74/76)1
I Tr«nck«« prtviovily op«n«d 2.700.000 u«.
I New tranche uo.
Total frenchet omrnod 2.700.000 11a.
1976 1977 1978
rereieeoblo commitment* 815.814 929.633 954.553
ΐΠ/ι/57
OBJECTIVE! REFERENCE MATERIALS AND METHODS ( COKTCJOTTT BUREAU OP REFERENCES )
Title
i
Chap. Art . Ce». REMARKS
3 3.51 3.51.0
I
The appropriations entered under this Chapter are Intended to finance
research en reference materlale and methods with a view to removing
quantitative restriction® on the laport and export of goode between
Member Statee and approximating the laws of the Keaber States*
They cover all expenditure involved In the lmplenentation of the
project | i.e.t (
– administrative and technical operating expenditure (Categorlee 11 v 12f
22, 23 , 24 , 25 , 26, 27 and 30 )}
– expenditure In respect of tb« Comilaeion'a financial obllgatione
arlatnc out of rsasaroh contracts , study contracts, ate . |
– expenditure in reapect of aeconded staff (Categories 91/0 and 9l/l )|
these appropriations have bean assessed as follows !
Cat . 91 /O Cet . 91 /1
– 4 Category A staff at 42*800 tt.a. ♦ 4*000 u*a*/etaff member
– 1 Category B staff at 26*100 u«a« 4 2*400 u*a*/staff member
• 2 Category C staff at 15*900 a* a* t 1*$00 u.a./staff member




1976 1977 __ 1978 1979
434.113 976.518 1.057.527 231.842
in u.a.
ΙΠ/Ι/58
TITLE 3 - JOINT PROGRAMME - HEADQUARTERS AND INDIRECT ACTION
s m a a BssaaasaaaaaasaasaaaaaiaaaMi
OBJECTIVE * ENVIRONNENT
( in unite of account )






Title Chop. Art. Cot. Hooding
n 3.52 3.52.0
PRIMARY CHARGES
11 Staff 16.000 16.000
13 Missions and duty travel 28.000 28.000
22 Movable property and Incidental expenditure 4.500 4.500
23 Recurring administrative expenditure 1.500 1.500
24 I Entertainment and représentation erpenditur» 4.500 4.500
25 [ Formal and other meetings 75*000 75.000 I
27 Publication and information 5.000 5.000 I
30 Technical operating expenditure 5.500 5.500
50 Contracts 4.996.100 3.312.117
SECOHMRY CHARCES
91/0 Usa or etaxf 330.600 330.600
92 ua« or infraatruotura 3.300 3.300
BOB-TOTAL 5.470.000 3.786.017
91/1 Reaarv. (aaa of staff) 30.900 30.900
TOTAL 5.500.900 3.816.917
I TIMETABLE
I Totol programme allocation 16.000.000 «O. (Deolsion of • 15*3.1976 pvblithtd m OJ. L 74/76)1
I Tranchoi previously opened 16.000.000 ua.
I New tranche ua.
I Totol tr«ichas opened 16.000.000 OP.
1976 1977 1978 1979
Foreseeable commitments 6.927*990 5.500.900 2.196.360 643.020 731.730
III/I/59
OBJECTIVEI ENVIRONXENT
Tiri* Chas, Art. C<*. REMARKS
3-52 13.52.0 Tha appropriations antarad undar this Chaptar ara intandad to finanes
rasaarch on I
«• laying down eritaria for potantially toxic pollutants and chemical
products }
• management of information on tha environment | . .
– reduction and prevention of pollution and nuieoncaa ;
– protaotion and improvement of tba natural environment .
They covar all azpanditura involved in tha implementation of tha proje«t f
i.a.t
-» administrative and taehnical oparating expenditure ( Categories 11 • 13 »
22 , 23, 24 , 25, 27 and J0 )|
– expenditure In raep«ct of tha Cooaiaaion' I financial obligationa
arising aalnly out of ahared-coat eontracta already concluded or to
be concluded (Category S0)|
– expenditure in raapeot of seconded ataff (Categoriee 91/0 and 9"/l )|
tbeae appropriations hare bam aaeeaeed aa foiloval '
- 6 Category A ataff at
- 1 Category B ataff at
- 3 Category C ataff at
Cat . 91 /0 Cat . 91 / 1
42.600 u.k. ♦ 4.000 u.a./ataff «eraba
26.100 u.a. ♦ 2.400 u.a./staff aeoba
15.900 u.a. ♦ 1.500 a.a./etaff aenbet
in u . a.
rorvtMoble poy*i«nt »
– n«h programme
1976 1977 1978 1979 1900 1981
2.514.097 3.616.917 3.736.277 3.343.020 2.032.930 556.759
in/i/60
TITLE ^ - JOINT PROCRAWME - ^^ U^ARTlK^AJJJ^ITJD^RRCT ACTION^
OBJECTIVEl PtZJTCNIUK RIXYULIN'G IN LICifP-KATKB HKACTOIS
( in unite of account )
Title Chop . Art.












Hissions and dut* travsl
Entertainment and representation expenditure





































539.545 ( 1 )
1976






OBJECTTVEl PLUTONIUM RECYCLING IN LIGHT-WATER REACTORS
TifU Cko». Cot . REMARKS
3.60 3.60.0 The appropriation# entered under this Chapter ere intended to finance
aeasures concerning the pooling of experience acquired In the subject )
in order that the eleotricity producer® aoy, with full knowledge of
the facte* state their position with regard to the nee of plutoniua
fuels*
Ifcey cover all expenditure involved in the Implementation of the projeot ,
i.e*>
– administrative operating expenditure (Categories 24 and 25 ) I
«» expenditure in respeot of the Coenission 's financial obligations
arising out of stodjr contracts already oonoluded or to be concluded
(Category 50 )»
• expenditure in respect of seconded staff (Categories 91/0 and 9l/l)f
th«B« appropriation* have bean aaaaased aa folloxai
Cat « 91 /0 * Cat . 91 /1
- 2 Category A staff at 42.800 u«a* + 4 *000 u«a*/staff aeaber
• 1 Category B staff at ~ 26 * 100 u« a« * ♦ 2 *400 u « a«/etaff aeaber
(O Coaaitaents oontracted.
fw Including the appropriations for coanitaent oarried forward fron 1975 *
fJ) Including appropriations for psyaent oarried forward to the next finanoial rear.
ForaiMibU MyniMtl
1975










TITLK 1 - JOINT PROCSRAHME - jp^gU^ERSJUTO^ITOpîECT ACTIOf
OBJECTIVE ! BJEROT ECCflOMT
( is units of account )
I I 1 BREAKDOWN BY CLASS OF EXPENDITURE App«opr iotient
for commitmonl
AoBreorioiioni I




11 otaff 20.476 20.47^
13 Missions and duty travel 25.000 25.000
24 Shtertalnpent and representation expenditure 1.000 1.000




91/0 Dh or staff 186.300 186.300




91/1 Reserve (use of staff ) 17.400 17.400
TOTAL 4.520.476 3.022.776
TIMETABLE
Total programme allocotlon 11«380«000 wo. (Dsoision of 22 August 1975 w OJ.L2J1/75 )
Tronchtt pr«viM«lv «p«n«4 2• 390*000 uo.
New tronche 8«990#000 uo.
Totol tronches oponod 11«380»000 ' wo.
•• Foroftooobte commitments
1 July 1975 1976 1977 1978 30 June 1979
9.586 (1 ) 2.373.267(2 ) 4.520.476 4 .000.933 • 475.738
III/I/6J
OBJECTIVE ! S3fiSCr ECONOMY
TitU Chop. Art. Cot . REMARKS
3.61 B.61.0 The appropriations entered under this Chapter are Intended to 1'lnance
reee&roh ini
•> laprovenent of insulation In buildings )
« use of heat puaps ;
– reoovery of residual heat |
– eto .
They cover all expenditure Involved 1a the iaplenentation of the aotlon y l.et
• administrative operating expenditure (Categories , 11 , 13 « 24 and 25 )|
■» expenditure In respect of the Coaalaslon 's financial obligations arising
out of researoh oontraots already eonoluded or to be eonoluded
(Category 50)|
* expenditure In respeot of seoonded etaff (Categories 9l/0 and 9l/l )| these
appropriations have been aesessed as follows !
-» 3 Category A staff at
– 1 Category B staff at
* 2 Category 0 staff at








(1 ) Coonitaente oontraoted.
(2 ) Znoluding the appropriations for oon&itDent carried forward froa 1975,
















TlJLE j - JOJNT PROGRAMME - HMJUmitf ACTICN
OBJECTIVE; PRODUCTIfN AND USS OF HTDROGCT
( in units of account )







I Titl» Chop. Art. Cot . Η ·ιiding
m 3.62 S.62.0
PRIMAHY CHARGES
11 Staff 19.595 19.595




24 Ehtertalnaent and représentation expendlture 1.000 i 1.000
i




91/0 Ua* of staff ~127j.6U0 127.600
92 Usa of infraatrnetura 1.300 1.300
8UB-TOTAL 5.402.295 I 3.649.0*5





J Totol programma ollocotion 13.240.000 vo. (Deoiaion of 22 Auguat 1975 pufc/iifcorf to O.JL 231/75 )j
! Tratchti provioutly oponod 2.340.000 ue.
I Now tronche 10.900.000 uo.
Teto! Ironchti oponed 13.240.000 ua.
1 July 1975 1976 1977 1978 30 Juna 1979
I •" Forotoooble commitments 2.000 ( 1 ) 2.327.203(2 ) 5.414.195 4.814.099 682.503 j
j
ΙΠ/Ι/65
OBJECTIVE! PRfPUCTIQt AHP USE OP HYDROCEJf
Title ο>«. A*». Ce».
REMARKS
3.62 3.62.0 The appropriations entered under this Chapter are intended to finance research
on the thernoeheaical and eleotrolytlo produotlon of hydrogen and Ite use *
They oover all expenditure oonneoted with the lnplementation of the act ion v
-I.e . i
•» administrative operating expenditure (Categories 1X 9 13 , 24 and 25)f
• expenditure In respect of the Coanisslon 9 s financial obligations arising
out of oontraots already ooncluded or to be oonoluded (Category 50)l
•* expenditure In respect of seconded staff (Categories 9l/0 and 9l/l)l these
appropriations have been assessed as follows !
– 2 Category k staff at
– 1 Category B staff at
• 1 Category C staff at
Cat . 91/0 Cat . 91/1
42.800 u.a. + 4.000 tt.a ./staff nem'bcr
26.100 * 2.400 u.a ./staff saaber
15.900 a.a. * 1.500 n.a./rtaff mba
fU Counltnents oontraoted
w Znoluding the appropriations for coraltnent carried forward fro* 1975*
(U Znoluding appropriations for payment oarried forward to the next flnanolal year.
in u*a *
m Fereteeefele peyeientt
1 July 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
110.000 (3 ) 2.0T3.323 3.659.995 5.014.099 1.773.056 609.527
ΙΠ/ΐ/66
TITLE 3 - JOINT PROGRAMME - HKADOUARTERS ATTO INDIRHCT ACTION
OBJECTIVE : SOLAR ENERGY
( in units of account )




Titlo Chop . Art. Cat . Heading








Missions and duty travel
Entertainment and représentation expenditure























91/1 Reeerve (usa of staff ) 17.400 17.400
TOTAL 7.020.476 5.749.158
TIMETABLE
Total programme allocation 17«500«000 ua . (Deoision of 22.8.1975 *»W»sW in OJ L 231/75 )
Tranches previously opened 3*740*000 ua. .
Now tronche 13 .760. 000 ua .
Totol tranches opened 17 • 500.000 ua.
Foreseeable commitments
1.7.1975 1976 1977 1978 i
)
30.6.1979 I




tltl* Cho». Art. Col.
REMARKS
3.63 3.63.0 The appropriations entered under this Chapter are intended to finanoe
research on solar collectors and their application in the human
environment , the use of solar heat for the production of aechanical
And/or electric power , photovoltaio conversion ^ etc*
They cover all expenditure Involved in the implementation of the
project , i*e*s
- administrative operating expenditure (Categories 11 , 13 * 24 and 25)l
• expenditure in reepect of the Coonieslon 's financial obligation*
arising out of research contraots already concluded or to be
■ oonoluded (Category 50 )}
_ expenditure in respeot of seconded staff (Categories 9l/0 and 9l/l)f
these appropriations have been aseessed as follows :
Cat . 91/0 Cat . 9171
3 Category A staff at
1 Category B etaff at
■ 2 Category C staff at
42.800 u*a* + 4*000 u*a«/st%ff nember
26*100 u.a* + 2*400 u.a*/etaff neaiber
15.900 u*a* ♦ 1*^00 u.a./staff aenber
(i ) Conitaents oontracted
(if Including the appropriations for eoomltaent carried forvard froa 1975*




1.7.1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 I i960




TITLE 3 - JOINT PROORAJWE - HEADQUARTERS ANT? IKPT R FTT ACTION
k
OBJECTIVE » OEOTHTJÍMAL FTJFHGT
• ( in unite of account )
I I BREAKDOWN BY CLASS OF EXPENDITURE AoBrooriatioA * 1 AooroDftetiofit 1
Tltlo Oiop. An. Cot. Hooding




11 Staff 18.070 ifc . C7o
13 Klaalona and duty travel 20.000 20.0CC
24 Entertainment and repraaentât1on axpenditura 1.000 1.000




91/0 Oaa ot itèff 110.900 110.400
I
I
92 Usa of Infrastructure 1.100 i.lv .
SOB-TOTAL 5 . 202. 17 S 3.55i.y7 a
91/1 Rsserve (usa of ataff) 10.300 10.300
TOTAL 5.212.478 3.V-.?7 J
I TIMETABLE"
I Total pfogranM «( location 13.000.000 uo. (Deoialon of 22.8.1975 pvbUttfl in 03 L 231/75)1
1 Tranches previously opened 2.760.000 ue.
I Now trondie 10.240.000 uo.
I Totol tranchas openod 13.000.000 ««■
1.7.1975 .1576 . 1977 197b 30 . u .: vV9 1




TMe a». Art. CM.
REMARKS
3.64 3.64.0 Tbe appropriations entered under this Chapter are Intended to finance
research on :
- acquisition and" collection of existing and new geothemal data;
- inprovenent of proepeoting «ethode ;
- eto.
They cover all expenditure involved in the implementation of the
projeot » i«e*i
- administrative operating expenditure (Categories 11 , 13 , 24 and 25 ) I
- expenditure in reepect of the Ccnaiselon 's financial obligations
arising out of research contracts already oonoluded or to bs
oonoluded (Category 50) I
- expenditure in respect of seconded staff (Categories 9*/® m* 9l/l)l
these appropriations have been asaeeaed as follows :
> 1 Category A staff at
> 2 Category B staff at
• 1 Category C staff at
Cat . 91/0 Cat . 91/1
42.800 u.a. + 4.000 u.a./staff aeoher '
26.100 o.a. + 2.400 u.a./etaff aember
15.900 a. a. ♦ 1.500 u.a./at*Tf amber
(!) Coonitaente oontraoted
(2) Including the appropriations for oeonitnent oarried forward fron 1975*
















TITLE 3 - JOINT PROGRAMME - HEA1X?JABTCT3 AWP IKPIRBCT ACTIdl
OBJECTIVE! SYSTEMS ANALYSIS - MODEL BPILPINO
(in M 119 of MreOKAtl
Till* Chop.
















Miaslona and daty trarel
Biitrttinat and representation expenditure



























TOTAL 1.623.676 . l.<0?.5®7
TIMETABLE
To^al progroan* „
allocation J.880.000 •«. (Daoielon of 22.8.1975 jmblishsd in O.J.1. -8J1/75)
Tranohes opened
nrevloueljr 770.000 »c.
Iw tranche . 3*110. 000 »e.
Total tnnobM eptiMd 3»8oO.OOO m.
rorHOMbli oaaitenii
1.7.1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 |
11.558 ( 1 ) 745-511(2) 1.623.676 1.021.149 .171· . 03.1
tU/l/Tl
OBJECTIVE* SYSTEMS ANALYSIS - MODEL BUILDING
ΤΙΗ» Oiop. Art. C*. REMARKS
3.63 3.65.0
11i« appropriations entered nnler this Chapter BPS Intended to finance
a programs coaprislng two projsctsi
– etatlo ■odela ( short–tern )|
– dynamic sectoral aodela (medium– or long-tern )
They oover all expenditure Involved la the Implementation of the
prograaner i.e. )
– administrative operating expenditure (Categories 11 , 13 , 24 and 25 ) |
– expenditure in respect of the Comleeion's financial obligations
arising oat of oontracts already concluded or to be concluded !
– expenditure in respect of seconded staff (Categories 91/0 and 9l/l )|
these appropriation! haws been asseesed aa foiloust
Cet . 91/0 Cat . 91/1
> 3 Category A etaff ai
' 2 Category B staff at
' 2 Cat•gory 0 etaff at
42*600 tiit. 4 4*000 «*a*/ataff mmbwr
26*100 u*a« ♦ 2*400 u*a«/etaff wenber
15*900 *•*« ♦ 1*500 u*a«/etaff i«b«r
(1J 1 Canaltaeota oontraoted
W Inolxullng tha appropriations for oooaitaeat carried forward tram 1975#












TITLE 3 - JOINT PROGRAMME - HEADqUARTCft3 AND INDIRECT ACTIO*
ODJECTITBi MANAGEMENT AND STORAGE Of RADIOACTIVE HASTE
fin «a'f* of •rroul/
I I BREAKDOWN BY CLASS OF EXPENDITURE Appropriation! Appropriations
Η Owp. Art. I c*. for !m–il taont I for !■uamt I
3 3.66 3.66.0
PRIKART CHARGES
13 MlmlonB and dut» traval 2.500 2 . yxj
24 Bntertaiment and rnrHaïUUn apalitar* 1.500 1.500
25 Poraal and other Btftlnn 22.000 22.000 !
50 Contract*
SBcojrawrr chahoes
(. 373.200 4.49T. 200
91/0 0» or itafr 110.900 110.900
92 Oii of infrartrooturo 1.100 1.100
SuB-TOTAL 6.511.200 4 . SJ5. 200
91/1 ■enrn («h of itaff) 10.300 10.)00




























The appropriations entered under this Chapter are Intended to flnanoe
the joint developoent and flnallsatlon of eafe and effective techniques
for the nanagcnent of radioactive waste which will be produced by the
nuclear Industry*
ttiejr cover all expenditure Involved In the lapleaentatlon of the
project , l*e*s
– administrative operating expenditure (Categories 13 * 24 and 25)t
– expenditure In respect of the Commission's financial obligations
arising out of contracts already oonoluded or to be concluded
(Category 5<>)t
– axpanditura in nipnt of aacondad itaff (Categories 9l/0 and 9l/l )|
ttm approprlatlona hare keen aaeeaeed aa follower
91/0 Cat . 91/1
– 1 Category 4 rtaff tl
• I Category > staff at
• 1 Category 0 staff at
42.600 v.a. ♦ 4.000 v»a./*taff aaAar
26.100 u.a. 4 2.400 u.a./ataff sorter
15*900 a.a. ♦ l.}00 a.a./ataff aaabar
III Cooaltaents contracted
® Xnolttdlnf tha appropriations for oosaltaant oarrled forward Area 1975,












TITLE 3 - JOINT PROGRAMME - HEADQUARTERS AND INDIRECT ACHOH
GBJBCTIVEl IRHABIATED FUEL RKTROCreSIWl
ira mmft» trcommt}
I I I BREAKDOWN BY CLASS OF EXPENDITURE Aoorooriatiool I Aooroorioliont !
Till* Cti«p. An. Cot. Hooolftf
for comilnMl I lor MMIMl I
3 3.67 )*67«0
PRIMART CHARGES token Mtiv ioka «ntry






TOTAL ; token Miixv tekm «ntry
I TIMETABLE
I Totd programma «(location *0. (BMI IIOB of pttbllohod la OJ )|
I Trotchti provioutty oponod us.
I Now trondio uo.
1 Total tronchos oponoJ «M.
I ForosoooMo eonw*ih»ontt
ΙΠΛ/75






This Chapter la Intended to eorer appropriations In respect of the
Irradiated fttel reprooeeelng projeot when the Council has decided to
adopt thle progro–et vhloh at preeeat la atlll la the preparatory ata$e«
il ) iKldlij th« appropriation! for
m
O)




TITLE 3 - JOINT PROGRAMME - HEADQUARTERS AND INDIRECT ACTION
OBJECTIVEl PHASING-OUT OP NUCLEAK INGTALLATIONa
( in urlts of account )
Title CHao. Art.









tokon ontrr tokon ontrr
tokon ontrr tokon ontrr
TOTAL tokon ontrr tokon ontrr
TIMETABLE
Toto! programme allocation
Tranche * previously oponad
Total tr«i«Ho * apened




OBJECTIVE ! PHASING-OUT OP NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS
Tltl* Oiap. Art. Col. REMARKS
3.68 3.68.0
This Chapter eooprises the appropriations for the "phasing^nt of nuclear
installations" project when the Council has decided to adopt this
programs , which at present is still in the preparatory stage *





TITLE 4 - COMPLEMENTARY PROGRAtC'ES - DIRECT ACTIOff - JRC
OBJECTIYEl OPERATION OP HFR REACTOR




Till* Chap. Art. Cot . Hoodinf
4 4*10 4.10.0
PRIKARY CHARGES
h Staff 26.000 26.000
13 Hissions amd duty traval I 10.000 10.000




92 Usa of Infrastructure 1.343-640 1.255.471
93- Dfla of solentlflo and tachnloal aupport 694 .0<5 687.090
94 Us* of aajor installations 5.543.881 4.911.631





















! 1i Inolading the raserve for staff expenditure (financial year 1977 )*2 ) Based 011 staff oosts as at 1 January 1977 *i1
111/1/79
OBJECTIVE! OPERATION OP HFR REACTOR








This appropriation oovers recurring technical operating expenditure , In
particular on materials , equipBent and equipDent aadntenance * It inolodee
in particular the following Investments
– eleotron beaa welding machine 100.000 u*a*
Provisional appropriations for the purpose of offsetting, as each caee
arieee , adjuetoents resulting froa Decisions to increase staff expenditure
whloh mjt be adopted by the Council' during the financial year 1977 *
thii amount covers the share in the financing of the general infrastructure
(general services and overheads )*
This aaount oovers the use of soieutlflo and teohnloal support
1*30*7 (approximately 28 Men)*
This aaount oovers the expenditure on 42 Ben/year assigned to research*












1981 ( 2 )
76C . ,6
! 11 Including tht r«««rv» for stuff npanlltur* (financial jraar 1977).2) Based an staff eoata Hit I January 1977.
ιιιΛ/80
TITLE 5 - COMPLEMENTARY PROGRAWES - HEADQUARTERS AffP INDIRECT ACTION
( in unlts of ftooount )
Titlo Qiap. Art.












Totol proarammo olfocolion no. ( D»OÌllOB Of
Tranchas provîoutly oponod M.
Now irondii uo.




TITLE «5 - COKPLEMHfTART PROGRAMMES - HgftDQUARTPtS AM) lKDIRECT ACTICW









TITLE 6 - COMPLETION OF PROJECTS AUTHORIZED UNDFB PRECEDING PROGRAMMES
fit Mit$ of fCOUAt)










COMPLETION OF PROJECTS AUTHORIZED UNUER
E2£SE2ii-.E5222i£S£ï
Joint Programme - JRC – 1972–76
6.11
6.10.1 European Informatics Network ( COST 11 )
I Joint Programme - JRC – 1975-76
I I 311.302
6.12 Joint Programme – JRC – 1975–76 I
Standards and reference materials - and
high-temperature materials - CBR , Pet ten
190.801
6.13 Complementary programmes – JRC - 1973–76
6.13.1 Plutonium and transplutonlus elements
( B/tt/D/PARL/L/N/UK )
116.527
6.14 Complementarv profframnieB – JRC - 1973–76
6.14.1 Supervision and management of flsslls
materials ( B/DK/D/I RL/l /L/N/UK )
66.195
6.15 Comoleaentary programmes « JRC - 1973-76
ι
6.15.1 HFH reactor ( D/H) token entry I
6.20 [Joint Programme – Headquarters and lndirsot
[action - 197 2-76 I
6.20.1 Traloing 832.100 I
6.20.2 iMaterials teeting reactors 8.892 j
6*20.3 [Controlled thermonuclear fusion and plasma
Lhyslos
10.946
6.20.4 Biology and health proteotion – radiation .
proteotlon
1 12.445 I
6.20.5 Kerencs materials and methods (Comonnltyeau of References ) 110.782
6.20.6 pivironmnt m 163.932
6.36 (Complementary programme – Headquarters and i
bndirect action – 1971-75 !
16.36.1
i
Biology - Adaptation of nuclear techniques
to agricultural research (DA/H)
* token sntry
6.3T Complementary programme – HeadQuarters and
indirect action – 1974-75
5.37.1 Biology – Adaptation of nuolear techniques
to agricultural research ( nc/lRL)
token entry
FITLE 6 - TOTAL m 1.823.922
1 I
ΠΙΛ/Β3
TITLE 6 - COMPLETION OF PROJECTS AUTHORIZED UWD5B PREC EOT NO PROGRAMMES




!*••• appropriation* for parent oovtr oonitMnt* oontraotod ratar procodinff





TITLE 7 - OTHER ACTIVITIES
(in m/ii ef mccount)






7.00 Financial operations under the EuratomAJnited States I
Ajrrecmcnt I
7.00.1 Loans granted under the fiuratoaAtai ted States Agreement I token entrr I token entry I
7.00*2 Repayment of borrowings under the Buraton^Jnl tod States
Agreement
3.400.000 3.400.000
r.00.3 Financial and bank charges la respect of borrowing and
lending under the fiurato^foited States Agreement
token entry token entrr
TITLE 7 - TOTAL 3.400.000 3.400.000
ι
111/1/85
TITLE 7 - OTHER ACTIVITIES





This Article inoludee repayaente and p«y*ente of interest on huh borrowed froa the
Export-Iaport Bank *
This Article Include* payments for aerrloea perforeed by the bank aoti&ff an the
Coenlaalonv o behalf la tranaaotione with the ficport-Iaport Bank *
i
ΙΙΙ/ΐ/βί
TITLK 6 - MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES „
CHAPTER 8*10 : STAFF AWAITING ASSIONMm1 TO A POST (HEADQUARTERS AKD INDIRECT ACTION)
fin uili ef account)






pajntntI T ,U Chop. Art. I Cat.
S 8.10
I






Γ 8UB-TOT1L 15.900 15.900
91/1 Rtiwt# (m»9 of rfcaff) 1.500 1.500
L TOTAL 17.400 17.400
IIl/ï/67
CHAPTER 8. IO1 STAFF AWAITING ASSIGNMENT TO A POST I HEADQUARTERS AND INDIRECT ACTION)
Tiri* Cnop. Art. Col. RSCAHCS
β 8.10
Fbr tho purposes of tho procodlng training programs* ( 1973-76 –
Chapter 3.11 ) tho Cooai**ion *ngagod uvan official* in accordance
with tho program* dociaion of 16 Juno 1973*
Th* program* d*ci*lon of 21 D*c*nb*r 1976 on tho pursuit of tho
■aa* objective authorise* tho *ngag*a*nt of only six ataff*
Accordingly, ono aoabor of staff ia awaiting aaaign**nt to another ' -
projoct aa froa 1 January 1977 *
Staff axpanditttra (CitijorlM 9l/0 and 9l/l ) ho bMB UflHMd aa
follow*!
Cal . 91 /0 Cal . 91 /1
t Category C ataff at 15,900 t«t« 4 1*500 u.a.
■
Iïl/l/88
TITLE 8 - MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES
CHAPTER 8,11 1 IWPLFyEWTATIOH OF THE COUNCIL RESOLUTION OF 22 JULT 1975 OH NUCLFAR PUNT SAFETT
( OJ C 165 , 14 AUGUST 1975 ;
(in Mitt of account)







THI. Ckop. Art. Cot. H«odi Af
ι β 8.11
PRIKART CHARGES - v
13 Missions and duty – • - ~ . -**




25 Formal and othar aaatlaf* - . •
SECOHDÀRT CHARGES :
12. WO 12. CC
9v° use of staff 255.200 255.200
92 Us* of unutnttan 2.500 2.5C0
SOB^TOTAL 273.500 273.500
91/1 Ree.rv* (usa of ataff) 23.800 23.900
TOTAL 297.300 297.300
IH/X/89
COPTER 8,11 : IKPLCTTajTAgOlf OF THE COUNCIL RESOLUTION OP 22 JULT 1975 CW SUCLEAR PLANT SAFETT
( OJ C 165 . 14 AUGUST 1975 )
TttU CKap. Art. Cot. HOttHCS
Β 8.11 Ths appropriations entered under thl* Chapter are Intended to finance
the scientific and technical support provided by Commission official *
for various groups of Member-State experts responsible for studying
nuclear plant safety problems * The Commission proposes to improve
ths operation of these working parties and to speed up the attainment
of the common objective* dram up in consultation with the Hember-State
experts .
The appropriation* cover the administrative operating expenditure
(Categories 13 and ?5)t and the appropriatione in respect of expenditure '
on etaff assigned to thl* project (Categories 91/0 ami 9l/l ) have been
aaeeeaed a* follows !
CaU 91/0 Cat . 91 /1
- 4 Category 1 *taff at 42*600 u.a. ♦ 4.000 n.a./staff member
- 2 Category B etaff at 26.100 u.a. ♦ 2*400 n.a./staff member
- 2 Category C etaff at 15.900 u.a. + I .500 n.a./staff ■enbar
πι/ι/90
TITLE 8 - MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES
«
CHAFTEB 8.301 JRC NORMAL OPERATINO EXPFJíDITURE
CHAPTFR 8,311 ADJUSTMENT OF ESTABLISHMENT AND LOCAL STAFF nCPENBITORE
(in Mili of aceount)







I Tul* Otop. AH. I Col.
β β. 30 8.30.0
FRIKUtT CHMOES .
11 Staff ■ -=• Λ
14 Welfare and etarf training - ~-
i
21 Imaovable propertjr and laoidental expenditure
22 Movable property and incidental expenditure
V 3.0Ô3.4Î7
23 Recurring edeleAstratlre expenditure
2T Publication and information ■
30 Tecbnioal operating expenditure *
50 Contracta . t
Chapter 8«30 • total 3.068 . «.57
8.31 8.31.0 11 )
12)
Adjuetaent of ertablietanent and looal
•taff expenditure - 900*000 900.000
Chapter 8*31 * Total 900.000 VOO .000
ΠΙ/Χ/91
CHAJTB1 6.301 JHC WORWAL OPERA TT WO EXPENPITORB
CHAPTER 8.31 1 ATJUSTOENT OF ESTABLISHMENT AND LOCAL STMT EXPEJfDITORE
Till* Chap. Art. Ce* . HDUBC3
8 β. 30 8.30.C
Thin appropriations for pajvmt are intended to oorer eo«ite«iti
oontraoted under this Chapter in 1976*
6.31 8.31.0
I
These appropriation* ara intended to cover , with referenoe to the
financial /ear 1976, salary arrears resulting froa Council Regulation
2613/76 of 21 October 1976 implementing aa froa 1 November 1976 tha
"nan oonditiona of eaplovaent* of 696 JSC Eatablletaent and local ataff*
111/1/92
TITLE 9 - PROVISIONAL APPROPRIATIONS
(in m<« of account)
TltU Cnoo. Art.






9 tok«n «atrar tok«n mtrjr
I
IIl/X/93
ΤΙΤΙΛ 9 - ΡΒ0νΐ3ΐσΚΑΙ, ΑΡΡΗ0ΡΒΙΑΤΙ0Κ3













APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTi STAFF EXPENDITURE - JRC
fin mii'U of account)
I I BREAKOOWN BY CLASS OF EXPENDITURE Appropriation! Add ropr1 at 1 onJ






Staff • 6S.779.7't2 65.779.7M I
11 Staff S. 120 .000 6*120*000 I
12 Recrultaent , termination of service and transfers
• allowances and expenditure 725.000 725.000
!I TOTAL OSES 7%.b24»*7*»2 7H.o2H.7H^
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT : STAFP EXPENDITURE - HEADQUARTERS AND INDIRECT ACTION
USES
( in unite of account )
Title Chap . Art . Cat .









Recruitment , termination of servlco and transfers







TOTAL USES , lî.475.000 η.47·>.ΛΧ)
CHAPTERS 1.10 AHD 1.11 - TOTAL M. 099. 742 J8.099.472
IIï/l/97
USES






This appropriation is determined on the beats of the following staff nuaberai
Orad* *1 - *4 post.i 139
" *5 - M "i 355
" B " t 776
* C - D ■ I 1.050
Total 2.340
Rsssrrs : Provisional appropriations for the purpose of offssting, as each
caee arises , adjustments resulting froa decisions to increase staff
sxpsnditurs which uj be adoptsd bar the Council during ths financial year 1977 .
USES





TMs appropriation Is assessed « ths basis of ths average rtrsngth in 1977
being ths follovingt
OraA. k postât 182
" Β - ι 88
■ C ■ i 31
" D " I 1
Total 308
Rsssnrsi Provisional appropriations for ths purposs of offsetting, as each
cass arises , adjustastrts resulting from dsoisions to incrsass staff
sxpsnditurs which maj bo sdoptsd bj ths Counoil during ths finanoial year 1977*
111/1/90
ΑΡΡΗΟΡΗΙΛΤΙΟΙΤ ΑΟΟΟΙΠΤΡ: 5ΡΑΡΤ ΕΧΡΕΤΦΓΓϋΚΕ - ΟΓΗΟ
( in unlte of aocount )
RESOURCES
Artlc 16 1 « 1 0 » Q
JRC rtaff





1.20. 1 - Général adninietrative expenditure - JRC
1.20.2 – General eervloes - adalnistretlve •» JRC, lepra
1-20.3 «» General servioes – teohnleal – JRG , lepra
1*20*5 – General servioe« and lnfraetruotnre – JRC »
CBN* (Geel)
1.20.6 «• General earvloei and infraatruoture -
JRC. Karleruhe
1*20*7 – General servioes and infrastructure –
JRC. Petten
1*30*2 – Couputer Centre – JRC. lepra
1*30*3 ™ Central workshop – JRC, lepra
1*30*4 - Medlu»-actlirity laboratory – JRC, lepra
1*30*$ – Specialized scientific and technical support –
JRC,CBNM ( Gee l )
1*30*6 «• Specialised eolentiflo and teohnloal support –
JRC. Karleruhe
1*30*7 - Specialized eoleivtlfio and teohnioal support ••
JRC, Petten
1*40*7 – HFR reaotor • Petten
1*50.1 • Sciontifio divisions « Departseat 1 – JRC f Ispra
1*50*2 - Scientifie divisions - Department B - JRC,Ispra
1*50*3 ~ Soientifio division» – Departaent C – JRCT Ispra
1*50.4 - Project Banalement
1*50*5 - Scientific divisione * JRC , CBNK (Geel )
1*50*6 - Scientific divisione - JRC . Karleruhe
1.50*7 - Scientifie divieions - JRC , Petten
1.90.0 - Essor reector
1.91*1 - Sevieee performed by the JRC on behalf of
research and investment indirect action
1*92*0 - Services perforated by the JRC on behalf of other
Commission deportments ( excluding reeearch and
investment indirect action )
2.10.1 - Reaotor safety
2*10*2 - Plutonium fuels and actinides research
2*10.3 Management of nuclear aaterials and
radioactive waste
2*20*1 - Solar energy .
2*20*2 - Hydrogen
2*20.3 - High-t emperature aaterials
2*20*4 - Design studies on thermonuclear fusion
2.30.0 « Environnent end renourcee
2.40*0 - Moaourereente , ntanderds end reference
techniques (METRE)
2*50*1 - Data processing
2*50*2 - Training
2*50*3 * Supervision of fissile Materials
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ΠΙ/ΐ/99
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT' STAFF EXPENDITURE - JRC
RESOURCES
Title Ol«B. Ari. Cl. IllilU
1 ião
91 The •stiinted br»*):dovn of st»ff •rpanditura ( 11 and 12 ) la based on tb«
following avtrag* coatas
- Al - A4i 47.75® tt«»./yaar
- A5 - A8 * 33.531 u.a./year
- B t 26.649 u.m./yaar
- C/D 1 16*857 u«*./yaar
These average costs are assessed on the basis of prices at 1 January 1977
and do not take account of increases during the financial year 1977 .
The breakdown of expenditure ( 11 - Reserve ) has been calculated provisionally
on the basis of staff expenditure by objeotivee .
Hotel The aaount of 5.650. 628 u.a. in respect of the Kseor retotcr includes
a reserve aaount of 670.000 u.a.
I I
III/l/lOO
APPROPRI ATIOH ACCOUNT » STAFP EXPENDITURE - HEADQUARTERS AND IKDIRZCT ACTTOW
( in units of account )
Γ Article 1 . Il .0 1
I RESOURCES Staff expenditure – I
headquarters' and indirect I
action
Tl'l* Chop. Cat . HEADING Commitments Payments
m 1.11 Community taxes [ 1.767.000 I. 1.757.000
91 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES I
Chapter 3*11 - Training I 169.600 169.600
Chapter 3*20*0 - Fusion and plasma physics I 4. 171 .?™» 4.171 . 2""
Chapter 3*30 - Biology and health protection I
( radiation protection ) | 4.385.700 l 2. 38^.700
Chapter 3*51 - Reference materials and methods I
(Community Bureau of References ) I 229.100 229.100
Chapter 3*52 - Protection of the environment I
(pollutants and nuisances ) I ! 330.600 330.600
Chapter 3*60 - Plutonium recyoling in light-water I
reactors I : 111.700 111 . 7nn
Chapter 3«cl – Energy economy 186 . 300 166.300
Chapter 3*62 - Production and uss of hydrogen 127.600 127.600
Chapter 3*63 - Solar energy 186.300 186 . W
Chapter 3*64 – Ceothermal energy 110.900 110.900
Chapter 3*65 - Systems analysis 212.400 212. *00
I Chapter 3*66 - Management and storage of radioactive
waste 110.900 110.900
Chapter 3*67 – Irradiated fuel reprocessing token entry I token entnr 1
Chapter 3»68 - Phasing-out of nuclear installations token entry I token ontir
Chapter 8*10 - Staff awaiting assignment to a post . 15.900 15.900 .
Chapter 8*11 - Implementation of the Counoil Resolution
of 22 July 1975 on nuclear plant safety . 255.200 255.200
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS
*
Chapter 1*80 – Installations and/or staff placed at the
disposal of outside bodies or individuals
pursuant to Article 6(c ) of the Euratom
Treaty ( indlreot action)
Article 1.80.0-BR-2 reaotor pereonnel . 696.200 *96.200
Article 1«80«1-Staff from former associations in the
I field of advanced reactors 1.088.800 1. 038. 800
I Artiols 1«80»2–Staff from a former association in
I - the field of biology 85.600 05.600
91/1 I Reservet Title 3 767.100 767.100
Title 8 25.300 25. 300
I Appropriation accounts 1.80 192.600 192.600
Communit/ taxas 49.000 49.000
TOTAL RESOURCES 13.475.000 13.475.00a
III/I/lOl
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT I STAFF EXPENDITURE - HEADQUARTERS AND INDIRECT ACTION RESOURCES












The eetlaated breakdown of staff expenditure is on the following flat-rate
baeiei
- 42.800 u.a* per Category A poet for one year ) remuneration based on
- 26.100 u.a. per Cstegory B poet for one year 3 Article 66 of the Staff
- I5.9OO u.a. per Category C poet for one year * Regulations
- 14.300 u.a. per Category C poet for one year v remuneration based on
- 11.000 u.a* per Category D poet for one year ) Article 20 of the Conditions
of Bnployaent of other
Servants of the European
Coaanunities
It should be noted that additional suas of 767.100 u.a. in respect of
projects under Title 3 » 23-300 u.a. in respect of Chapters 8.10 (staff
awaiting assignment to a poet ) and 8.11 ( lap lenientat ion of the Council
Resolution of 22 July 1975 on nuclear plant safety ) and 192.600 u.a. in
respect of the appropriation accounte under 1.80 ( staff placed at the
diepoeal of outside bodiee or individuals pursuant to the provisions of
Article 6(c ) of the Treaty ) are entered directly in each Chapter to offeet
the effects of whatever ealary increases are adopted by the Counoil in 1977 *
The eetiaated breakdown of this additional expenditure , taking into account
whatever salary increasee aay be adopted by the Council in 1977 » 1* 00 the
following flat-rate basisi
- 4.000 u.a. per Category A poet for one year ) remuneration based on
• 2.400 u.a. per Category B post for one year j Article 66 of the Staff
• 1*300 u.a. per Category C post for one year J Regulations
•» 1*^00 u.a. per Category C post for one year ) remuneration based on
- 1*000 u.a* par Category A post for one year J Article 20 of the Condition*
•f Eaployaent of other
Servante of the European
Coasunitiee
per established post *
ΠΙ/ΐ/102
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT I GENERAL INFRASTRUCTURE * OENERAL SERVICES AND OVERHEADS
( in unita of account )
Γ Article 1.20.1
USES General odaxiuetrativa
: : Lexpenditure - JRÇ
1 BREAKDOWN BT CLASS OF EXPENDITURE I
Appreprlitioni I Aocr» priatlMi I





Missions and dut/ travel I 1HO.OOO VtO.OCO13
14 Welfare and further training of staff I 159.500 1<»3.600
21 Immovable property and inoidental expenditure I
>1.250 26.100 I
22 Movable property and incidental expenditure I
7.320 £.600
Recurring administrative expenditure 15.300 I
24 Entertaiimairt and représentâtion axpanditor.
15-300
25 Formal and other nestings
69.950 69.950











91 Staff Η.69<».991 1.69"».991
93 Uaa of aelantlflo and tachnioal support 178.509 163.009
TOTAL USES >.861.500 • 2.725.'» 10
iix/r/io3
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT ! GENERAL INFRASTRUCTURE ! GENERAL SERVICES AND OVERHEADS
U 8 E 3
tin nnttt of tfrroant )
Artide 1.20.2 Article 1,20.3 Article 1.20.5
General bervicee
JRC, lepra
- adminietrat ive Oener&l eezvicee
JRC , lepra
- technical General services and iniraetructure
JRC . CBNM ( Ceel )
Cat .




















20.000 20.000 18.500 18.500 13
I 125-000 112.500 * 1.500 37 . *00 11.
. 2.321.700 ' 2.090.300 2.158.100 1.9*2.300 2*7 .500 222.750 21
1.177.000 i.osg.'too : 206.200 185.600 95.000 85.600 22
... 1.098.300 988.500 L "._. *0.000 ' . . 36.000 115-000 103.550 M
I 1^.100 1^.100 2.000 2.000 2W
112.000 112.000 8.000 8.000 25
' 5.000 *•500 26
Γ 39.000 35.100 10.000 9.000 27
103.800 98.900 1.086.900 972.500 327.000 29» .300 30
2.1*8.000 ' 1.503,6 00 300.000 210.000 U
65.000 58.500 222.1*0 177.700 50
55.000 *9.500 fo
9.968.106 5.968.106 4.7*3.677 *.7*3.677 1.201.0** 1.201.0** 91
737.812 687.751 23.070 22.163 53
12.835.838 12.293.657 10.*25.9*7 9.*25.8*0 2 .<-*7 .68* . 2.*2 . I
I
111/1/104
APPROPRI ATIOW ACCOUET i GENERAL INFRASTRUCTURE I OENERAL SERVICES AKD OVERHEADS
( in unite of account )
: : rArtici# 1.20.6 1
V S I: s Oeneral services and
infrastructure - JRC ,
Karlsruhe
Tlie Oiap.
BREAKDOWN BT CLASS OF EXPENDITURE Appr«prl(t<Mi« I tpgriDrliliMi I
Heading




PRIMA RY CHARGES *
11 Staff
115.000 115.000
12 Recruitnent , termination of service and transfers – 1
allowances and expenditure I
13 Hiaaiona and dutr traval I • 39«6I»0 39 ..->0
14 Walfara and further tnlniiu of staff I ; 31.970 28.600
21 Immovable property and incidental expenditure I 608.600 72Α.100
22 Movable property and incidental expenditure I 77.970 70.100
23 Recurring administrative expenditure iv»;o6i» 102 .51»*
24 Entartairaient andrapraaarrtatlon «xsanditura 3.000 3.000
25 Formal and other aeetlngs
>00 300
26 Studies , surveys and consultancy
27 Publication and information
30 Technical operating axpanditura 490.250 A 11 1.200
40 Invaatnaiit 33.000 35*500




91 Staff «1.6.320 nsb.yzo




APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT * GENERAL INFRASTRUCTURE * GENERAL SERVICES A TO OVERHEADS
SPJ2 * (in mmits of atenunH
I Artici® 1.20.7 I Article 1.21.0 π
I Onerai servloea end infra– I CEAPTSt 1 « 20 - TOTAL I General administrative expenditurei>



















12.300 I 12.300 î'H.'t'tO 3*i.**o 13
i 25 .*100 23.000 383.370 3*5.300 *6.700 «►6.700 1*
175.800 160.*00 5.711.920 . 5.1*13.850 21
I 146.700 13V .500 1.73». 120 1.563.300 22
100.000 95.000 1.*7*.68* 1.332.19* 23
3.600 3.600 38.000 38.000 2*
600 600 191.050 191.050 25
*7.000 *6.500 26
12.300 11.100 98.300 88.500 27
116.800 . 105.100 2. 12* .750 1.912.000 30
27.000 J 20.000 2.530.000 1.772.100 *0





















I 1.828.527 1.73t.527 33.313.010 31.131.282 85.000 85.000
I
IIl/l/106
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT « OFITERAL INFRASTRUCTURE I OEIERAL SERVICES AND OVERHEADS
USES











, This appropriation oovers expenditure In respeot of overtime and various
; allowances (arduous work , continuous-process work , work under pressure ) •
; Ibis appropriation oovara expenditure In respeot of restaurants and oantsens ,
J of staff reoreatlon oiroles and of further training oourses .
i This appropriation inoludas the following estimates!
( in u.a .)
lepra Qeel Karlsruhe Petten
- Insurance 187*400 41*000 94*310 20*750
– «rater * gas , eleo-
tricity , heating 2.128.000 100.000 602.490 65*800
- oleaning and
maintenance 2.088.000 90.000 82.000 71*000
This appropriation oovers in particular expenditure in respect of offloe
equipment , furniture , equipment for uee in administration and means of
tr&nsporti and an amount of 294*440 u.a * for library requirements *
This appropriation covers in particular the following estimates of expenditurei
( in u.a .)
Ispra Oeel Karlsruhe Pet t en
– telephone , telsgraph f
telex 700.000 43*000 47*480 28.000
– work and aervica
clothing 28.300 13*000 42.480 5*900
- postage 64*700 11*000 1*830 5*000
– stationery and offios
requisites 212.200 28.000 14*240 14*000
"Hiis appropriation is intended to cover the travel j wubeiatence and incidental
expenses of povemncnt and oth*r experts invited to attend meetings of study
groups and working parties . In addition , it oovers the operating expenses of
certain committees and the various expenses incurred in the organization of and
participation in conferences and congresses or meetings held at places other
than the plaoe of work of the Institution *
Ihis appropriation is intended to oover expenditure arising from the
consultation of experts and the performance or procurement of studies and
inve st igat ions .
Ibis appropriation is intended to oover in particular the expenditure relating
to the maintenance of buildings , road system , and equipment and also
expenditure involved in protection and safety at work .
1.20.3 General serviees – technical - JRC » Isnra
This appropriation covers a eorxee of development or modernisation projects
involving lepra Establishment installations and also oertain investments * Of
the major projects , the following should be mentioned !
– alterations to the conventional power plant and rebuilding of oertain
oorroded parts ( 170*000 u.a .);
– -the first tranohs for the water purification plant (600.000 u*a»)|
– a series of projects designed to improve conventional safety!
• sreotion of a new perimeter fence round the Establishments
about 650.000 u»a .
• miscellaneous problems! 100*000 u*a *
III/I/IOT
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT ! OENERAL INFRASTRUCTURE : OFjjERAL SERVICES AND OVTJUfEADS
USES
Til * Otop . Aft. Cof. R S M A R I 3
ΓΠ 1.20
40 1.20.5 – Ceneral services and infrastructure – JRC.Ceel |
This appropriation covers the building of a conferenoe room for the CBNX * I
50 1.20.1 – Ceneral administrative expenditure – JRC !
This appropriation la Intended to finance , mainly top oontraeti , tile retearob I
needed for the preparation of further programmes I
1.20.2 – General services – administrative – J"RC . lepra I
This amount covers expenditure on the purchase and leasing of speoial "I
software for management problems I
1.20.5 – General services and infrastructure – JRC . Geel I
This amount covers expenditure in respect of assistance provided bar I
Belgian organizations ( CEN and Belgonucltfaire ) |
1.20.6 – General services and infrastructure – JRC . Karlsruhe I
This amount covers expenditure In respeot of asslsta&oe provided tar OfX I
! 1.20.7 – General services and infrastructure – JRC . Petten |
This amount covers expenditure In respeot of assistanoe provided tar RCV I
91 This appropriation oovers expenditure In respeot of i I
Officiais I
– 1.20.1 – General administrative expenditure * JRC SO I
– 1*20.2 «• Generai servioes – adainlatrative – Ispra 261 I
– 1*20.3 •? General services – technioal – lepra 246 I
| - 1.20.5 - General services and Infrastructure – Geel 53 I
* 1.20.6 – Oeneral services and Infrastructure – I
Karlsruhe 37 I
– 1.20.7 - Oeneral services and Infrastructure – I
P«ttan J7 I
93 This appropriation oovers the use of the Computer Centre – 1*30.2 (about 633 I





APFROPftl ATI ON ACCOUNT* OOmUL INFRASTRUCTURE: OFyPlAL SERVICES AND OVSmBfVDS
(in mai if of vceount)
RESOURCES I;Article l.?0.1rcncrTfutIETluctr*tlve I
sraendlturA – Jnr 1
T» Oi«p. I Cat* Cofimitments Payments
1 1*20
I
92 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES •
2. 10*1 Reactor safety'
2*10*2 Plutonium fuels and actinia* research





2*20*4 Design studies on thermonuolear
fusion
2*30*0 Environment and reeouroes




2*50*3 Supervision of fiesile materiale
4«10«0 Operation of HFR reaotor
APPROPRIATI ON ACCOUNTS
1*90*0 Essor reactor staff and installations
1,91*1 Biology and health protection – radiation
protection (Chapter 3*30 )
1*92*0 Technical assessments in support of oertain
Cosnission activities
1*94*0 Other oontracts for servioes on behalf of






























APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT - QFTfERAL INFRASTRUCTURE - OPrgtAL SF3WICE3 AND 0VKRKFJVD3
RESOURCES •
• (in ««Ils of StCOUfll )
Article 1.20.2
General services








Général eervicee and '










3 .881». 333 3.691.832 3.210.150 2.882.*16 2.10.1
101 .704 97."»76 W.051 76.105 2.10.2
1.001.*7β 965.977 827.657 75*«191
'
2.10.3
752.016 675 .2** 621 .*93 527.200 2.20.1
726.39» 705.869 600.321 551.111 2.20.2
2.20.3
132.202 128.600 109.257 100.561 2.20 .*
1.903.055 1.815.639 1.572.752 1 .<» 17 .569 2.30.0
830.381 811.391» 686.257 633.500 2.6'»7.68'» 2 .*29.3'»» 2.40.0 J
77* .606 731.801» 6*0.162 571.359 2.50.1
65.173 65.851 53.861 51.*13 i 2.50.2








f.'»89.858 1 .*32 .029 1.210.142 · 1.097.971
i
1.90.0
! * 1W.87V I4<».505 Vll1».^ "110.795 1.91.1






12.835.839 12.293.658 |ι 10Λ25.9<*7 9 .425 .841 | 2.6*7.68'» 2.429.3**
IIl/l/llO
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT* OFTfmL INFRASTRUCTURE OHJERAL SBWXCES AKD OVERHEADS
( la unite of account )
Article 1«?Q«6 Ooneral |
RESOURCES
services and infrastructure I
JRC . Karlsruho I
I Tlrta CHap. Cat. Conaltaenta Payment a I
i 1.20
92 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES . '• ••
2.10.1 Reactor eafety * I 52.093 47.559
2.10.2 Plutonium fuel a and aotinide research I 2.597.426 2.410.691
2.10.3 Management of nuclear materiale and I
radioactiva waete
22.(09 21.011
2.20.1 Solar energy I
2.20.2 Hydrogen
| 2.20.3 Hlgh-teaperature materiaie I
| 2.20.4
l
Design atudiea oa thermonuclear fttiloa
2.30.0 Environment and resourcee
I 2.40.0 Measurements , standards and rafarenea
techniques (METRE)
2.50.1 Data prooaaalu
2.50.2 Tralnlng ' ~ ->
2.50.3 Supervision of fiaalla aatariala 41.366 39.243
4.10.0 Operation or HFR raaotor
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS
1.90.0 Essor raaotor staff and installation*
i
i
1.91.1 Biology and health protection – radiation
protection (Chapter 3.JO)
«




1.94.0 Other oontraeta for eervlcee on behalf of






TOTAL RESOURCES 2.7U.>1i . 2.51S.5CH
IIl/l/lll
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTl OfJTOtAL irn^ASTRUCTORK? QPraRAL SOmCES AND 0VPUTFAD3
RESOURCES
' . <im mnin of terommti
I Artide 1.20.7 CHAPTKR 1.20 - TOTAL I : ΓBeeemrch I
Oener&l eervicee and




Coasltaenta Payments Coaoitaents Payment •
r













f ' *76.965 '•67.927 536.506 2.20.3
266.485 2.20.4
3.836.050 2.30.0

























1.628.527 1.758.527 -33.313.OII • 1
iii/i/ua
APPROPRIATIOH ACCCHJNTl OFXERAL INFRASTRUCTURE ! OQfERAL SERVICES AND OVfRHEADS
(in Mid of ttecount)
RESOURCES Artici# 1.21.0
ÎMle Ck«. Cat . H««di«ig Commitments
i 1.21
92 RESEARCH OBJECTIVÉS I
1.700 1.700
3.11.0 Tralnlng I
3.20.0 Controlled thornorraolear fusion and
plasm* physios
41.300 41.300
3.30.0 Biology and health protection
(radiation protection)
23.600 21.euù I
3.51.0 Referenoe materials and method*
(Community Bureau of Referenoee )
2.300 2.3C0
3.52.0 Protection or the environment





Plutonium reoyoling in light-watsr reaotore ,
I
Efeergy eoonomy



























8*11 Implementation of Counoil Resolution of
22 July 1975 on nuolear plant safety 2.500 2.5CC
TOTAL RESOURCES 85.000 05.000
iii/vm
flF2^RAL_DfFRAST^ffUCT^KKi OPfERAL SERVICES AND OVERHEADS
RESOURCES
Title Ckap. Art. Cot. REMARKS
1 1.20 JRC overheads are allocated under two main headings *
– general administrative expenditure ( 1.20.1 ) covering all Establishments }
– general services ( 1*20*2 to 1«20«7 ) specific to each Establishment *
Where the Ispra Establishment is concerned , this item is itself subdivided
into "General services – administrative** ( 1*20*2 ) and "General services –
technical ** ( 1.20.3 )*
General administrative expenditure ( 1.20.1 ) is allocated in proportion to
the total staff complement for eaoh JRC Establishment and , within the
latter , In proportion to the annual budget appropriation for each objective
( sun of the specifio appropriations and secondary charges other than
Category 92 )•
Oeneral administrative expenditure still chargeable to the objectives , i.e. ,
after the deduction of expenditure repaid under contracts or other reeourcee ,
is allocated in proportion to the annual budget appropriation for each
objective ( sua of the specifio appropriations and secondary charges other
than Category 92 )•
In the particular case of the HFR reactor , the amount of the contract
concluded with the RCN is excluded from the reference appropriation




Infrastructure expenditure is allocated in proportion to the payroll for the
staff covered , on the one hand , by the Title 3 research objectives and , on
the other , ty the appropriations entered under Chapter 8*11 " Implementation
of the Counoil Resolution of 22 July 1975 on nuolear plant safety"*
ΙΠ/Ι/114
APPROPRIATI ON ACCOUNT i SCI ENTIFIC AND TECKNICAL SUPPORT
( in units pf aooount )
I Π Artici • 1.50.1
USE? Central work eh op ,
JRC , lopra






p»yn«ntI T '* Chop. I Cat . I Httaing
i 1.30
PRIMAHT C HARO ES
11 Staff
I
13 Million» and dtrty travel
I
I





91 Us* pf staff
93 U»« of soientifio «Ad teohnioal support
TOTAL USES
III/T/U5
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTi SCIWITFIC AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT
USES
1 »
* ff>i «Nffs o / drrnmifj
I Artide 1.10,2 ΑγΊΙΟΙ· 1·30·3 Artide 1.30.4 ί





















16.000 18.000 47.200 47.200 13.000
1 '
13.000 11
6.000 6.000 6.000 6.000 6.000 6.000 13










793.793 1.504.526 1.504.526 378.505 ' 378.505 91
91.959 88.502 1
S. (
3.467.625 3.202.593 1.763.078 1.701.426 840.736 732.007
ΙΠ/ΐ/116
APPROPRIATICI* ACCOUNT l SCIFKTinO AKD TBCHNICAL SUPPORT
" ( in unita of aoeount )
: rArtide 1.30.S
Specialised scientific and
USES technical support . JRC ,
CBNH. Oeel
BREAKDOWN BY CLASS OF EXPENDITURE
ippropriatiorui .\I I I .DDroorlatlonA.
I Tft># Otop. Cat . Heeding




11 Staff ' 50.000 50.000
13 Klsalons and dutr travsl 11.000 11.000
22 Moveable property and incidental expenditure I










91 Us« of ataff 740.141 740.141 .





APPROPRIATICI ACCOUNT : SCIEOTTPIC AND TECHwTCAL SUPPORT
«
TJ3E3 ' f/i. mméts of értomml)
Artlol# 1.30 .6 Art 1 oie 1.50.7



































1.147.081 1.147.081 738.763 738.763
I




2.393.921 2.019.881 842.793 834.323 11.119.494 9.999.571
ΙΠ/Ι/119
USES







This appropriation covers expenditure in respeot of overtime , bonuses and
various allowances .
1.30.2 - Computer Centre
This amount is mainly intended to cover expenditure in respect of the leasing
of the Ispra Computer Centre installations .
1.30.3 - Central workshop
This amount covers normal technical operating expenditure , materials ,
equipment and maintenance of equipment ( about 100.000 u.a.).
It also covers the purchase of an electro-erosion machine ( about 53*000 u.a.)
together with some minor itetna of equipment .
1.30.4 - Medium-activity laboratory
This appropriation covers the normal technical operating expenditure ,
materials , equipment and maintenance of equipment together with the adaptation
of existing installations for chemical work ,
1.30.5 - Scientific and technical support - Ceel
This appropriation covers the normal technical operating expenditure ,
materials , equipment and maintenance of equipment . It also covers the
purchase of klystrons ( 60.000 u.a.), industrial electricity (95*000 u.a.)
and contract for the leasing of a computer ( 260.000 u.a.).
1.30.6 - Scientific and technical support - Karlsruhe
This appropriation covere normal technical operating expenditure ; it also
covers in particular the cost of extending the capacity for the venting and
purification of inert gases , installing central monitoring units , converting
air-extraction plants in order to obtain energy savings , and Installing air
conditioning in the east wing of the building.
1*30.7 - Scientific and technical support - Petten
This appropriation covers normal technical operating expenditure .
1.30.2 - Computer Centre
This amount covers • contract relating to card punching and checking.
1.30.6 - Scientific and technical support - Karl »Tnihe
Thin amount covere in particular contracts relating to monitoring and othor
service* to be performed by outside bodies or individuals *
This appropriation covere expenditure in respect oft
- 1.30.2 Computer Centre
– 1.30.3 Central workshop
– 1.30.4 Medium-activity laboratoi^
– 1.30*5 Scientific and technical support , Ceel
– 1.30.6 Scientific and technical support , Karlsruhe








1.30.4 - Medium-activity laboratory - JRC , lepra
nils amount covere the use of the Computer Centre 1.30.2 ( about 5 computing
hours ) and use of the workshop 1.30*3 ( about 5*200 machine houre ).
ΙΙΐΛ/120
APPROPRI ATION ACCOUNT » SCIENTIPIC AND TECHNICAIJ GUPPORT
tin unite of account )
I orcn UTTQ r Article 1.Î0.1
il Central fcoriesbop . jJRC . lepre 1







2*10.1 Reactor safety I
2*10*2 Plutonium fuels and actinlde research I
2*10*3 fiuolear materials and radioactive waste
nanagement m
i




2*20*4 Design studies on thermonuclear fusion
2*30*0 Environment and resourees




2*50*3 Supervision of fissile aaterials
4*10*0 Operation of HFB reactor M
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS
1*20*1 Ceneral administration – JRC
1*20*2 General servloes - adninistrative – JRC* Ispra
1*20*3 General servioes – teohnioal – JRC» Zspra
1*30*4 Mediun-aotivity laboratory - JRC» lepra
1*90*0 Essor reactor staff and Installations *•
1*92*0 Teohnical assessments in support of oertain
Conaission activities
1*94*0 Other oontraote for servioes on behalf of outsids
bodies and individuals (JRC ) »
I I TOTAL RESOURCES
APPROPRIATIOK ACCOUWTl SCIEOTIFIC ANP TECHKTCAL 8UPP0RT
"7 : cw* dwiiisics 1 \:Qlp.lh<K>M «. tîk
fj'OTWf *> fr &Z )
pfflOTOCBfr r
fM m/M ol ëC(omni)
I Arti ole ^. 30.2 .- ff' • r' j Article 1.50,5 Article 1.30*4 Researchobjectives or
appropriation
aocounts
I Computer o«ntr« -t JRC, lepra j Central workshop •- JRC» lepra I Kediuo-eoilvity laboratori – 1JRC,Iepra r.XWiïi
I IJ
Γ
l Coaàltaerrta i t *"*™ Paymerrt# 7 \Coamltaenta 1 J1 i IJ » «.Payaents Comoitaente
, r









"t j • t .. j ■ : 'j ■< ?V !
i





, • I• - ■
























|| ' 26.5*t6 | - 25.0}» 8*. 116 81.175 s.os ,: * I 2^2^.2I f
2.2: .3










• i 2.2c .»il f
h <»8l.8loi
• !









br ? «K v fz
162.35»! i
. rs 0 . !
1 !



























! - 1 ιI I ' ' trX ]•. L/i'i&nsG r„OS»i ιI
178.509 „ 163.069 1Lvtqiftl OTfi"»* t»viii> Ιί-βίΛ/ ίΚ - β**· 89ΰ&*1 lu laiar.t^1 Ç. - t't.f r t.20 .*





>.§2^i l ïiifAi <* - Oî « * i.zc.i
h r-^.^79 I - ' k.bio ■ 87.^8»*"ioai ;l»22 IC I.su-J 1SP3S Û.O?..! !f 1 t.JO .-















I I K'i, 9 i J. • * J • i[ 3.202 . 1.763.078 1.701 . '•26 , 8^0.736 . Ii ?32.007 lî U I
ΙΙΐ/ΐ/ΐίϊ
APPPROPRI ATI ON ACCOUNT l SCIENTinC AND TBCHluCAL SjPPCRT




and technical support «■
JBC. CBNM, Qaal
I Tiri* Cnop. cat. Heselna CwmifiMnti
. 1*50
93 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1 2.10.1 Beaotor eafetr
1 2*10*2 Plutonitup fuels and aotiaide rassaroh
2*10*3 Wuol®ar mat erlale and radioaotivs wit*
aana^eoent I »
1 2*20*1 Solar energy
m
1 2*20*2 Hydrogen
1 2.20*3 High–temperature materials
2*20*h Basign studies on thsraonuolaar fuaiaa
2*30*0 Bmronaant and reeouroes m
2 . *0.0 maivei , standards and refereaoa *
taohniquss ( XSTRS) 1.8U.V11 1.509.3*1 I
2*30*1 Data prooeeelng
2*30*2 Training
1 2 . 50 . J Supervision of ftutla mtirUli
4 «XOjO Opération of HFR reactor
APPROPRIATION ACCODWTS
1*20*1 General adainistration « JRC
i
1*20*2 Oaneral servloes - adoinistratirs m JKC lepra m
1*20*3 Oansral servloes - taohaioal - JRC lepra
1*30 *« Madlua activity laboratory «• JRC lepra
1*90*0 Kssor raaotor statt and installations «
1*92*0 Taohnioal assessments In support of osrtain
CooaiMlon activities
1*9* *0 Other oontraeis for ssrvioes on bohalf of
outsids bodies and Individuals ( JftC )
TOTAL RFSOURCtS 1.8U.J41 1.509.M1
I _ J
III/ I/123
APPROPRIATICI* ACCOUNT » SCIEKTIFTC AWD TECHIuCAL SuPPORT
RESOURCES • ,
' ( in units of account )
I Artide 1.30 .6 Artici® 1.30.7
Specialized eoientific and
technical support - JRC ,
Karlsruhe
Specialized scientlfio and
technical eupport - JRC ,
Pett«n
TOTAL CHAPTER 1.10
! I Research objectivesor appropriation i
I account I




2.284.369 1.927.446 2.284.369 1.927.446 2.10.2 i
20.287 17.118 512.093 457.128 2.10.3
105. 610 100.759 2.20.1
110.662 106.209 . 2.20.2
123.940 122.695 123.940 122.695 2.20.3
101.904 93.755 2.20.4 I
702.195 658.195 2.30.0
24.788 24.539 2.089.192 1.775.330 2.40.0 I
531.606 500.050 2.50.1
2.687 2.448 2.50.2
40 . 575 34.235 m 273.511 248.550 2.50.3








2.393.921 2.019 . 881 842.793 834.324 11.119.494 9.999.573
III/I/125
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT ! SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT
RESOURCES







The resources in the Appropriation *ooounts for eoientifie and technical
support cover the use v estimated on the basis of the research objectives and




APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT - MAJOR INSTALLATION
( in unit® of aooount )
USES
Artiole 1 .
lepra Z reaot *ir - JRC . lepre
Tltlo CHop. Cat .

















Missions and duty travel














Tlrto Ckop. Oat . HEADING Oooaitaents raynents
1 1.40 token «ntry token entry




APPROPRIATION ACCOUOTJ MAJOR INSTALLATIONS
TITU CHFLP. Cat . IIX1BK8
1,40 1 .40. 1
RESOURCES




APPROPRIATION ACCOUyrt MAJOR INST A LL ATION3
( in unit® of aooountl
: r te t i c i e 1 .Έ1 I
HFH riAotor* I
USES JRCi, Petten I












Iamovable propertr and incidental expenditnra
!
I 69-770 S2.ÊCC
30 Technical operating expenditure 1.692.165 1.523.CCC













4.10.0 Operation of HFR reaotor 5.5<·3.ββ1
1
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT
1*94*0 Other oontraot* for service! on behalf of
outsid* bodies and individuals (JRC ) 206.000 of - OCÇ
TOTAL KESOUHCS3 5.71V .001 >. 1V
»111/1/ 129
APPROPRIATIOy ACCOUyr » MAJOR IN3TALLATIOK3
USE3
TitU Oiap. Art. Col. ■ SHARKS
Π 1.40 1.40.7
21 This appropriation mainly covers expenditure in reopect of insurance * |
J0 This appropriation relates in particular to expenditure on fuel elenents and
industrial electricity* I
50 This appropriation covers services provided by the RCY aainly under the I
contract for technical operation of the reactor * I
91 This appropriation covers expenditure in respect of one official *
RESOURCES
Title Oiqp. Art. Coi.
1 1.40
III/I/ 1Î0
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT: SCIEOTIFIC DlYlSIONS
1 11 – (in units of
: r Article 1 .*50 . 2 I
I USES Department i
JRC> lepra
I BREAKDOWN BY CLASS OP EXPENDITURE Appropfiotion t
fer conmtlminl
AD
I Title Chep. Cat . I Heeding fer peymenf
1.50
PRIJ-'ART CHARGES
11 Staff 11.700 11.700
13
22
Missions and duty travel
Movable property and incidental expenditure
32.000 32.CC0
23 Recurring administrative expenditure
25 Formal and other meetings
30 Technical operating expenditure 262.732 1c3.SC0






91 Staff 3.627.891 3.£27.t91
TOTAL USES 3.93H.323 3.a55.*»V«
RESOURCES




2.10.1 Reactor safety I , 831» . 553 fc 17.531
2.10.2 Plutonium fuels and actlnide research
I 2.10.3 Nuclear materials and radioaotive wastemanagement





<1 . _ - τ »
2.20.2 Hydrogen ' 79.461 77..-5Ç
2.20.3 High-temperature materials . 'I
2.20.4 Design studies on thermonuclear fusion 79.'»8i ' 77.#t9 '
2.30.0 &ivironm«nt and rasourcaa l 596.110 58*. 1-5
2 .40*0 Heamiremente . standards and refereoce techniques ,
( METRE ;





2.50.2 Training . 39.7*1 3Ï.9--
2.50.3 Supervision of fissile materials , 1 158.963 155.777
4.10.0 Operation of KFR reactor t
APPROPRIATIOÏI ACCOUNT •
1*92.0 Technical assessments' in support of oertaln j
Commission activities 1 516.626 5c : .-77
I
I
TOTAL RESOURCES - 3 .93* .323 3.' *•
III/I/1Î1
|PPROPRXATIOy ACCOUNT : SCIEOTTFIC DIVISI0N3
DSE3
(in anils r>] trmmnli





































































11.119.010 10.973.230 10.723.152 10.469.372 * 14 . M? I 810.397 J
RESOURCES













































































11.219.010 10.973.230 10.723.152 10.469*372 «V .419
?
410.39O J !î J
ff
IU/l/132
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT l SCIENTIFIC DIVISIONS ^ /ln unlt. of ecooant )
I USE3 Article 1.^0.3
JUC , C iiliL v>«1










11 Staff * . 21.000 21 «000







Movable property and incidental expenditure
Recurring administrative expenditure
Formal and other meetings r
Technical operating expenditure









91 Staff 3 .M» 1.91.3 3.H<i1.9*3
TOTAL OSES 3.590.66 } 3.5^7 .J<*3
: HE3CHTBCES
Tltla Chap . Cat . Beading Coanitaente Pajments
1.50
- RESEARCH OBJECTIVES I
2.10.1 r.Cwc;cr sifety I i
i
2.10.2 Plutoniua fuels and actinide researcb I
2.10.3 Ifuclear materials and rsdioactive waste Management
2.20*1 Solar energy - I
2.20.2 Hydrogen I
2.20.3 High temperatura materials .
2 . 20 A Deaign étudiés on thernonuclear fusion
2.30.0 Environment and resouroes ■* :
2.^0.0 Measurements , standards and reference-techniques
( ÏŒTRE )
2.50.1 Data processing
3.35* .663 3·535 ·3»3
2.50.2 Trainlng - •
2.50.3 Supervision of fissile aaterlals
k.10.0 Operation of HFR reactor _ |
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT
11.92.0 Tochnical aBseesnents in support of oertalnC mmission activitie
I 1.94.0 Other oontracts for services on behalf of outside 1hodleB nr.d lnd i vl r. f.ir.rAn .v.d i dunlr; Tr ^ I 32.000 32 .CCO i
TOTAL RESOURCES 3.590.663 3.<;?.s ,*J
i
AFPROPRIATIOH ACCOITOTt SCIEOTiriC DIVTSJ0S3
USES of érmmmt )
ι I
I Artiole 1.50*$ Aartiole 1.50.7 TOTAL CHAPTER 1
i JfiC Karlarube JfiC Petten c«t . * ; i
I Appropriations for | Appropriations for | Appropriations for I Appropriations for Appropriations for Appropriation» for I
I commitment '| poymonl I cowwitmut jI payaient j commitment I poymont I
ι
2.000 2.000 10.300 10.300 92.880 92.880
2.000 2.000 195 .5^0 195.5I,0
2 .000 1.«t00 22
3.000 >. 500 23 -
2H.OOO 2*.G00 25
I 12S.791» 88.100 25.750 23.200 1.013 . 128 1.*1*.350 ;
87.2*8 61.100 1.0
63.200 M».250 50 .
J .72 "» 2.825.838 2.825.838 3*.20* .975 3^.20U.975 91 -
J.50fi.82<» j I2.861.888 2.859.338 36.687.971 3fi.OUl.995
RESOURCES





59.572 . 58.938 9.257 . et? 9.057.578 2.10.1-
3.395.589 3.359 .V? 8 3.667.328 3.62 ". . 920 2.10.2
29.786 29.*69 2.5*1.263 2.H63.893 2.10. V
1 . '♦05.236 1.375.176 2.20.1
1.980.613 1.937.*tC2 2.23.2
1.1V» .755 1.1*3.735 1.1M .755 1.1«i3.735 2.20.1
308.770 302.085 2.20..;
*♦.581 . 'os *.48o.'»37
*13.38* * 13.015 6.228.321 6.155.033 2.4C.0
1 .516.02'» 1 . '♦86.800 ! 2.50.1
19* .073 189.756 2.50.2
59.572 58.938 2.009.931 1.96*.251 2.50.J
1.303 .7*9 1.302.587 1.303 .7^9 1.302.587 <♦. 10,0
516.628 506 .277 K9:.0
32.000 32.000 1.9=>
3.5H.519 3.506.823 2.861.888 2.859.337 36.6B7.971» 3t>. OH 1.99a
III/I/1J4
ÀPPROPRIATION ACCOUNTi SCIENTIFIC DIVISIONS
USES





This appropriation cover* expenditure in respect of overtime , bonuses and
various allowances .
1.50.2 - Department A – JBC , lepra
This appropriation covers expenditure on maintenance and renewal of basie
equipment in the scientific laboratories of Department A ( graphics
laboratory , scientific divisions , SSI5/INDAC laboratory ).
1.50.3 – Department B – JRC . lepra
This appropriation covers expenditure on maintenance and renewal of baslo
equipment in the scientific laboratories of Deportoent B ( heat transfer ,
electronics , general design office , applied mechanics . process engineering).
1.50.4 - Department C – JRC , Ispra •
This appropriation covers expenditure on aaintenance and renewal of baslo
equipment in the scientific laboratories of Department C ( chemistry , physics ,
materials )*
1.50.5 – Scier.tifio divisions – JHC . Geel
This appropriation covers recurring technical operating expenditure , materials
equipment and equipment maintenance .
1.50.6 – Scientific divieionB – JRC , Karltìruhe
This appropriation covers recurring techniool operating expenditure , materials
equipment and equipment maintenance *
1.50.7 «- Scientific divlslons - JRC . Petten
This appropriation oovers expenditure on equipment maintenanoe .
This appropriation oovers expenditure in rospeot oft
Officials
1.50.2 Scient . Div. « Department A m
1.50.3 Scient . Div ., Department B 373
1.50.4 Scient . Div., Department C 341
1.50.1 Project Management 23
1.50.5 Scient . Div .. Geel 113
1.50.6 Scient . Div .. Karlsruhe 119
1.50.7 Soient . Div., Petten 95
I '
l m/i/135
1PPROPITTATION ACCOUNT ! SCIENTIFIC DIVISIONS







| The resources In the appropriation accounts for soientifio divisions cover
j the use , estimated on the basis of the research objectives and other











APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT l TTOTALIATTOTS AWOft STKF? PIJICSD AT TitS PISPCflAL OF OtJTSTDE BODTF5 OR TKDTVITOA13
'~–~–~~ lUKLUANT TO Ti LS PrtOVUIMiii OK Ai<TICiJv_0 f oj CF TliM ttAi-.C TitKAT'f ( L'iDIili.CT ACTION )
( in unita of aooount )
I • ~Ί Articlo l.t'O.O I
USfcS
Staff of the BR-2 reaotor ,
Mol












Missions and duty traval 7.000 7.000
22 Movable property and inoidental expenditure
23 Recurring administrative expenditure
25 Formal and other meetings
SECONDART CHARGES
91 Staff 979.200 979.200
i
I
TOTAL USES 998.200 993. 200
RESOURCES
TiiU Chap. Art. HEADING Cenmitoente rayments
1 1.80 ι
l
99 Repayment by Belgian Government 998. 200 i 993.200
99 Repayment by national bodies




TOTAL RESOURCES 998.200 9JO . 20,-)
in/i/137 |
:i
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT* INSTALLATION'S AWD/OR .STAFF PLACED AT TJfE DISPOSAL OP OUTSIDE BODIES OH irDIVTDtJALS " ![
––––––– PUHqUAKT W Airi'iCl.K c ( r J OI-' Ti ; !•: L-Uu -r, T."HV|Y ( IMj DISCT ACI 'IC .'J ' j |
fin mnitn of armant)
f Àrtiole l.T'O.l I
ι Artiolo 1.80.2
:




















1.190.400 X. 190.400 93.600_
91

























fAPPROPRIATION ACCOUNT I INSTAM.ATI0N3 A?ro/on STAFF PLAHfl) AT THE DTSPOSAf. op OITTSTDF: noniESORJimiVTDUALS









Uxa Commission has pli.oed 30 of Its staff , as experts , at the disposal of the
Belgian Centre d'Etudes KucKairee ( CHS ) for the operation of the £ti-2
reaotor and its anoillary installations . In return , the Belgian Goverooont
la reimbursing to the Commission the expenditure incurred in reopoot of the
staff in question under the arrangements oonolutied on the subject#
The appropriations to oover expenditure in respeot of this staff have been
estimated a« follows :
- 8 Category A staff at 42.800 u.a . )
- 20 Category B staff at 26.100 u.a . ) 896*200 U.a .
- 2 Category C staff at 1^*900 u.a . )
The following amounts must bo added to the amount of 896*200 u»a. to oover any
increases in remuneration during 1977s
– 8 Category A staff at
– 20 Category B staff at







Die Commission has plaeed 27 of Its staff at the disposal of the folletriaf
former associations in the field of advanco^ reactors*
- Gesollechaft fUr Kernforschung ( CflC)
- Kernforschungaanlage ( KPA)
- Syndicat luxembourgeois pour l' industrie nucléaire ( LUXATOM)
– Commissariat à l' Energie Atomique ( CËA )
- Comitato Naxionale per l'oner^ia nucleare ( GfSi )*
The agreements concluded between theso bodies and Suratom provide that the
former shall reimburse the charges relating to the salaries and allovanoes
paid by the Commission to its staff in qusstion .
1.088*800 u.a .
The appropriations to oover expenditure la respeot of this staff have been
estimated as follows :
- 23 Category A staff at 42*800 u.a . ) , ^ „
- 4 Category B staff at 26.100 u.a . )
The following amounts must be added to the amount of 1*088.800 u*a . to oover
iny increases in remuneration during 1977 1
- 23 Category A staff at 4*000 u.a . j 1rtl ^
- 4 Category B staff at 2.400 u.a . ) *
total 1.190*400 u*a *
the Commission has placed 2 of its staff at the disposal of the former
"ITAX" association in the fiold of biology , against reimbursement of the
relevant expenditure , estimated as follows*
2 Category A staff at 42.800 u.a . - 85 .600 u.a .
The following amounts must be added to the amount of 85*600 u»a . to oover any
Increases in remuneration during 1977 *
- 2 Category A staff at 4*000 u.a . ■ 8.000 u.a .
total 93*600 u.a .
III/I/140
APPROPRIATION ACOOUNTi SPBVTCES TO OUTSIDE BODIES AM) INDIVIDUALS (ITOIRECT ACTION ^
( in unite of account )
USES
Article 1.M.0
Swo den/c/urat oa Fusion
Contract
Title Chop .









Contracts token entxy token entnr
RESOURCES
Tltl» Qiap. Art . Cat .
1
Heading Coomitmente Paonnente




APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT | SERVICES TO OUTSIDE BODIES AND INDIVIDUALS ( INDIRECT ACTION)
USES
TiHe Cti«p. Avl. Cot. IllilIS
1 1.81 50 This appropriation account records under "Useo " the commitmentc and payment®
relating to the Community 1 * financial contribution towards Sweden 1 *
activities in the field of thermonuclear fucion , i.e. , expenditure arising
out of contracts of association and other contracts concluded or to be
conoluded between the Commission and the National Swedish Board for Energy
Source Development and other Swedish bodies under the Agreement for
Cooperation signed by Sweden and the EAEC on 10 Kay 1976#
RESOURCES
Title Chap. Art* Cat . REMARKS
90 The resources comprise the contributions from the Swedish Government pursuant
to the Agreement for Cooperation of 10 Kay 1976 between Sweden and the EAEC
in the field of controlled thernonuclear fusion and plasna phyelce .
III/I/142
APPfipppiATfON ACOOIlNT i SERVICES TO OUTSIPK BODIES AKP IWDIVII)aAT,S ( INDIRECT ACTTOH)
( in units of account )
USESi












50 Contracts tolcen sntry token «ntnr
RESOURCES
Titl* Chap. Art . Cat . Heading Commitments Psyneats
1 1.61 99 Bepaarment by Swiss Government • token sntxy token entry
ITI/T/143
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT i SEnVICKS TO OUTSIPg B0PIK3 AND INDIVIDUALS ( INDIRECT ACTION)
USES
Till* Chop. Μ(. Col. I EX 1 II 9
1
I
1.81 50 This appropriation account records under "Uses " the commitments and payments
relating to the Community 's financial contribution towards Switzerland 's
activities in the field of thermonuclear fusion , i.e. , expenditure arising
out of contracts of association and other contracts concluded or to be
concluded between the Commission and the Swiss Government and other Swiss
organisations under the Agreement for Cooperation signed by Switzerland and
the EAEC on •••••
R2S0URC3S
Title Chap » τη Οβΐ .
99 The resources comprise the contributions froa the Swiss Government pursuant
to the Agreement for Cooperation of ••• between Switzerland and the r.zrn






APPROPRIATION Accourrpi R:rrr/. I.LMOWN MRO/on STAFF PT -AC-TD AT TIT*: PTHPorv.T, or otrrnnre DODTTS on R^IVRRWALS
1 1 W.V.O.V ',6 /Ji.lCL: oicj Q'.' Tit"-. uui -.A-;v:! Yi^vr U'f :)
( in units of aooount )
I Articlo 1.90 . 0;
i _
i Essor rcaotor otaff and I
USE S installation!} t Ispra I
li H BREAKDOWN BY CLASS OF EXPENDITURE
I I I L I AfiAfoitrialiant I
I for commitment II (or peymant I




Mieoione and duty travsl
14 Welfare and further training of staff
21 Immovable property and incidental expenditure
22 Movable property and inoidental expenditure
23 Recurring administrative expenditure
i
Hoken entxy > token entrr I
24 Entertainment and représentation ezpenditure
25 Formal and other meetings
26 Stuàieo . ourveys and oonsultanoy
27 Publication end information




91 Staff 5.650.629 5.650.629
92 Use of infrastruoture 2.700.000 2.530 . 000
93 Use of soientifio and teohnioal support 571.827 I 539.919
TOTAL USES 8.922.456 8.720.540
RESOURCES
Titl. Chap* Cat » Heading Comnitmenta Paynonta
1 1.90
99 Repayment by the Italian Government 8.922.450 8.720.548
M TOTAL RESOURCES 8.922.456 • 8.720.548
XII/I/145
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT ! INSTALLATIONS ANE/OR STAFF PLACED AT THE DISPOSAL OP OUTSIDE BODTF3 OR
USES






A contract has been concluded with the Italian Oovernaent en the placing of
the Xseor reactor at the laxter 's disposal *
The Reactor Management Committee haa not yet delivered its opinion on tho
aetinated expenditure for 1977 *
This appropriation covers expenditure in respect of 209 officials *
It also includes a provisional eaount of 670.000 u.a. to cover axor increases
vhich aaj be decided on in 1977 *
This aaount eovers the share in the financing of the general infrastructure
(general services and overheads )*
i This appropriation covers the use of the Computer Centre 1.30.2 ( about
j 170 nachine hours ), use of the workshop ( about 22,000 n&chine hours )
I and use of about 5J& of thf capacity of the sodium-activity laboratory .
RESOURCES
I tixu ChAp . Art . Cat . SBttKKS
1 1.90
111/1/146
APPROPRTATTOH ACCOUNT. SBRVTCES PERFORMED BT THE JBC ON RCTAI. P OP REsEARng ATO TffVESTMCTT
IN ul liivC T AC 'i iUiN






























TOTAL USES 255.300 255-300
HE SOU FEES
Title Chap . Art . Heading CoomitioeDta Pumant* .
1
3.30 99 Repayment by Chapter 3*30 255.300 255.300
3.51 99 Repayment by Chapter 3. 51
TOTAL RESOURCES 255.300 255 . 300
111/1/147
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTi SKHVICISS PEKFORrt'S SY TItK JPC ON BEMAlf OP RESEARCH ATH) nr/EST?!/??T INDIRECT
ACTION
il» an /M o/ drcounlï
Article 1«91«2





















token entry token entry
RESOURCE !3 I








token entry token entry
III/I/149
APPROPRIATION ACCOUKT s 8FBVICF3 PCTFOPMH) BT Tiff! JRC Off BEHALF OP R*SFARCH AND
IKVE3TMT»T INDIHKCT ACTION
USES
Till. Chop. Art. Col. 11(1113
1.9' 1.91.1
92 This appropriation covers the share in the financing of the general
services of the Ispra Establishment ,
III/I/150
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT ! SERVICES PERFORMED BT THE JRC OR BEHALP OP OTHER COMMISSION DEPARTMENTS
fKXCLUDl.NQ RK^JUfOH iLND iKVrlt/I'KKNT 1KLHH.KCT ACTION )
( In unite of account )
I Article 1.9? .0 I
Technical aoceesoents in I
PSF3 support of certain
Cotnniseion activities
BREAKDOWN BY CLASS OF EXPENDITURE Appropria– I Appropri »- I
I Till« Chap. Cat* Heading tiono foroomni tment tionp forpassent
1 1.92
PRIHARY CHAJÎ0E3 *
13 Kiaeiona and duty travel
4.000 - •>.000





92 Uao of lufraotruotur*
93 Us* of •oicntiflo <md toohoieal support
2<t2.100
3<».032
255 . ,« 76
11.000
95 Us* of ■oiontlfio dlTiilona
516.620 506.277
TOTAL USES 630.000 630.000
MS0URCE3
Title Chap * Cat . Heading Comitaanti PajraoDto
1 1.92
99 I Prooeeds or serrioae to out tide bodies
and individuala 630.000 630.000
TOTAL RESOURCES 630.000 630.000
III/I/151
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT t SF^VTCTTS PERFORMED AY TJf* JRC OV BP.TMT.F OP OTTH^ C0KWIS3I01T DEPARTynrPS (KXC1 m^O
–– ~––"–■ hhj^hcii A:;D iNV i ::;ir.-::.T indikkct ACTION )
USES * (in HKin of 4
Artlole 1.02.1















^ token entry token entry
I
token entry token entry !
RESOURCES
Cornai taont* Polenta Cocoitoents
i
Passent * Conaitacnts Payacnte








APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT » ST^HVTCKn PKHFORMKP BT THfl JflC Q?T BBKAI.F OP COMMISSION DEPAimgyTS faCLUDPfQ
Τΐ.^ΐΛΐίύ !! Λτ· υ ϊ:.Λ'ι·.:;' !, !·ί, :;τ ινοιηκοτ αοτιοι;)
USES







This Appropriation oovers normal teohnloal operating expenditure *
nils appropriation oovers two research contracts I
– a study on the energy system
– a study on renewable resources
15.000 u.a .
8.000 u.a.
This amount oovers the share in the financing of general
infrastructure ( general services and overheads ).
This appropriation cover® the use of the Computer Centre 1.30*2 ( about 3d
oomputing hours ).
This appropriation covers expenditure in respect of 13 sen/year assigned
to researoh .
IIl/X/1'53
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT I SFFV7C15 PKRFOntfrTO FT THE JRC ON W3MI.P 0? OTHER COMMISSION DEPARTMENTS ( EXCLUDING
hi-^KAHcu AND IHUIUKC'T AOTON )
RESOURCES
Ti»l« CKop . Arl.
i












The reeouroes under this appropriation account are derived fron Article 394 or
Section III , "Cosalselon", of the Budget of the European Coasunltiee .
The Blreotoratee-Ceneral concerned Includes'
- 00 III ( industrial and Technological Affairs )
– DG V ( Social Affaire )
• DO VII ( Transport )
– DC XII ( Research , Science and Education)
< – DO XVII (Energr and Euratoa Safeguarde ).
i
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT I OTKCT CONTRACTS >t1H l»KnvTCE3 OK TOIAlf OF 0 Warps BOOIKa Aim IKPTVTTimf.s (jnc )
( in unito of account )
{ Article 1.~<J«0
uses IOtber contracts for ctM*viouaon behalf of outnl'lo bodiesand lnJlvliu'tln ( JHC )di i iu't n
BREAKDOWN DY CLASS OF BXPEm DITJRE I ADDroDrifw Appropria­
tion 3 for -
pa.ynentI Title Choe. Cat . Beading Itionn forcommitment
1 1.9*
PRIMARY CHAIÎCES
22 I Movable property and inoident&l expenditure 5.000 5.000
2k Entertainment and représentation ezpenditure 5.000 5.000
25 I formal and other meetings 21.920 21.920
<




92 ua« of infr&struoture
■
190.000 j 190.000
93 usa or aolantifio and taohnloal «upport 295.5't* 269.279
I TOTAL USES | 53&.7V. 512.-79
RESOURCES
Title Cil op. Cat . Beading Commitments Payments
π 1.94




530.7'»'» 512 . 179
ΠΐΛ/155







Cot. Β Ε Κ 1 Β Κ 3
1 1.94 1.94.0
22- ) This expenditure ie covered by revenue accruing mainly from EUROCOPI I
27 ) traini iig courons * I
92 This aaount concerns the uae of lepra welfare facilities by outside bodies I
and individual a . I
93 This amount covers the use of the Computer Centre 1«30*2 by outside bodies I
ι
ι
and individuals ( about 300 computing hours )*
nES0mC7S






to make certain transfers
For the purpose of administering the Statement of expenditure relating
to research and investment activities for 1977 » the Council hereby
authorizes the Commission , in accordance with Article 103 ( l ) of the
Financial Regulation applicable to the Budget of the European Communities ,
to use its discretion , as the need arises , with regard to making the
following transfers :
Transfers between Chapters resulting from the structure of the
Functional Budget
The Commission shall use its own discretion with regard to making
transfers between Chapters within programmes governed by the same scale
of financing where the necessity for making such transfers arises from
discrepancies between the initial budgetary authorizations and the proven
needs .
Such transfers shall not have the effect of increasing or reducing by
more than 7^» as to appropriations for commitment and appropriations for
payment , the appropriation originally entered in each Chapter.
However , such transfers shall not have the effect of exceeding the overall







\ Staff authorized for 1977 1 Changes proposed I Staff proposed for 19'a























































































































































! :– I (♦) 5« I («) 37 1 (-) 93 5â ! il 2 }
TOTAL A/B/C/D rr™ 203 1.452 ' (♦) 600 (♦) 253 [ (♦) 358 II 1.85? 471 2.330
I Estâbl ) shaent staff !r~^ ! (-) JOi | 1=1 liii (-) 4?5 ! - !
Πτ- 'ΛΤ) Τ:ταγ ÎT^7(3 ) 321 3 ) 1.3-39(4 ) Ί (♦) 29 ? ♦ 150 (♦) 442 | 1.359(3 ) 471(3 ) 2 . 330 (4a )
Local ttïff
( for :. r.* " : cr. ) m (-) 29 ? I LzLiiL^ LLUZ– . .
iii/i/ia
NOTES
(l ) Staff employed in scientific or technical departments and performing
scientific , technical or general work ( including managerial staff )
are considered as occupying scientific or technical posts .
( 2 ) The following are considered in principle as occupying administrative
posts : all staff assigned to administrative , financial and supply
departments of the Establishments ; all secretaries , whatever the
departments to which they have been assigned ; and the small number of
staff assigned to scientific and technical departments who are placed
at the disposal of the supply departments of the Establishments .
(3 ) Of the staff covered by the Budget , the following may be included
under either of the heads "scientific/technical " or " administrative": •
( a ) Category B staff in scientific/technical posts A5/A8 and
administrative posts A7/A6 provided for in the Budget , up to 55$
of these posts , !
(b ) Category C staff in B posts provided for in the Budget , up to %
of these posts ,
]
( c ) Category D staff in Category C posts provided for in the Budget ,
up to 5$ of these posts .
(4 ) Including 170 posts occupied by staff placed at the disposal of the
Italian Government pursuant to Article 6(c ) of the EAEC Treaty ( see i
Appropriation Account I .90 ). j
(4a) Inoluding 232 posts occupied by staff placed at the disposal of the
Italian Government pursuant to Article 6(c ) of the EAEC Treaty ( see
Appropriation Account 1.90 ).
( 5 ) Including 1 temporary post .
( 6 ) Including 6 posts of senior secretarial assistant .
( 7 ) Including 16 posts of secretarial assistant and 2 posts of technical
assistant .
III/I/162 '
III , HJ-ADQUARTERS AKD INDIRECT ACTIOS




technical ( l)(6 )
Administrative -
( 2)(6 ) T o t a 1(6 )
Sci ,/ :
tech. I





Adsici s t rat i v«
2(6
To t iL l ( 6 )
t Peman . Temp . JET rerman . iTemo. JE7T Perrnan . ITeup . JET Perman . i Perman . Perman . I Perman . I'Te.up.JET IiPerman . iTerop.JET ; Peman . Teup.j'ET
A 1 πΓΊΓΊπ ΓΊ ΓΊ
λ 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
1 3 21 I 21 6 21 5 1 21 6
A 4 55 15 2 2 57 55 15 2 57 17
i 5 74 30 3 74 33 (♦) 4 Ί <♦) 4 . 78 30 3 70 33
* ί 19 14 1 1 20 15 19 14 1 1 20 15
1 7 4 4 4 4
Α 8 - - =1 - - -
TOTAL I 175 «5 i 123 I[ 7 * I 4 !(♦) 4 I 179 65 I T I 7 . 132 72
« 1 14 5 ι i 15 S 14 5 1 1 15 «
Β 2 29 20 5 3 34 23 ♦) l (-0 1 29 20 6 3 35 23
B 3 25 20 15 3 26 23 25 20 1(5 ) 3 26 23
B 4 10 20 3 10 23 10 20 3 10 23
8 5 2 L_5 - ? ? i ! - 2 5 - 2 2 7
TOTAL B 80 I 70 Γ_ΓΊI . 12 87 82 Γ^ΊU ) i ' (*) i ! 80 70 8 12 33 ΠβΓ Ι
2 5 1 5 3 1 (♦) 1 (♦) 1 ΓΠ 2 6 ' 1 6 >
C 2 3 12 S 12 11 ♦) I ♦ 1 ♦) 2 1 3 13 β 14 11
C 3 5 10 11 10 16 (♦ 3 (♦) 2 (♦) 5 3 5 12 11 15 16
C 4 ! 1 1 ♦) 1 ♦ 1 1 1 2
C 5 - -_J -_l ! -I - - - -I -
TOTAL C I 10 23 20 1 23 | )0 !(♦) 5 ûû A(•)9 !.. . 5 ... L i.o I 32 20 LjlJL_Î2
Ι^ΊΓΠ Γ-
Ρ 2 (♦) 1 (♦) i i i
t 3 I - L. ._- I ^_J
TTTAL D -^1 ♦ 1 ! - ♦ 1 Il l ΓΓΓr~rL^J
:r»i a/b /c /d 255(4 ) 145 )3 39 20 } 134 [ ( 010 1 ♦ 5 (♦ 15 ' 26 S 145 45 I 39 303 1 13a
Establicr.Kcr.t staff i i ΊΓΊ3ΓΠ ΓΊ (-) ΓΊ (-) 3 ~Jil ΤΗmrzjr ,_
OR;.:."! tctal ( 3 ) 256 145 40 39 I 290 184 ♦ 9 ♦ 3 (♦) 12 I 265(4 ) U5 39 LîïJLïtJ
.i #t*rr
Infor»? ion ) zn i L-L2 –i L.J.._,J




( l ) Staff employed in scientific or technical departments ( including
managerial staff ) are considered as occupying scientific or technical
posts *
] ( 2 ) The following are considered in principle as occupying administrative
! posts : all staff assigned to administrative and financial departments;
| all secretaries , whatever the departments to which they have been




I ( 3 / Of the staff covered by the Budget , the following may be included
under either of the heads "scientific/technical " or "administrative":
I ( a) Category B staff in scientific/technical posts A5/A8 and
; administrative posts A7/A6 provided for in the Budget , up to 5$
of these posts ,
(b ) Category C staff in B posts provided for in the Budget , up to
i 5$ of these posts .
i i
| (4 ) Including 54 posts in 1977 occupied by staff placed at the disposal
, of outside bodies pursuant to Article 6(c ) of the EAEC Treaty ( see
details in appropriation accounts 1.80.0 , 1.80.1 and 1.80.2 ).
( 5 ) Post of senior secretarial assistant .
( 6 ) The question of the temporary staff proposed by the Commission for
the JET Project (Joint European Torus , the construction of which is
envisaged under the Fusion and Plasma physics programme - Chapter 3*20
of this Annex i ) remains in abeyance pending a programme decision by
the Council on this Project ; the decision will lay down the Btatus
and number of the staff to be assigned to this programme .
